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ABSTRACT 

This study explores performance practices used in French choral 

music of the late Baroque era, using In convertendo (ca. 1713; rev. 1751), a 

grand motet by Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683-1764), as the exemplar. As 

the foundation of the project, the author created a new edition of the motet 

(which is included in an appendix to the document) from primary source 

material. 

The document is divided into two major sections. History and 

Performance Practice. After a brief overview of Rameau's life and career, 

the first section summarizes the development of the grand motet genre from 

the early works of Eustache Du Caurroy (1549-1609) through the 

contributions of Rameau. The second section discusses the following 

topics: the various agrements and their usage; matters of meter, tempi, and 

dynamics; conventions of rhythmic alteration; issues of pitch and 

instrumentation; and the use of the historical French Latin pronunciation for 

this repertoire. The document concludes with a chapter describing the 

author's edition of In convertendo and detailing the editorial procedures 

employed in creating it 
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PART ONE: HISTORY 

CHAPTER I 

AN OVERVIEW OF RAMEAU'S LIFE 

Jean-Philippe Rameau was the seventh of nine children, bom on 

September 25,1683, in Dijon, France. The product of a musical family, he 

reputedly could read music before words. Rameau attended the Jesuit 

College des Godrans, although he was apparently not a good student.' At 

age 18, upon deciding to be a musician, he went to Italy for a few months. 

Unfortunately, no information is presently available about his activities 

there. 

' Cuthbert Girdlestone, Jean-Philippe Rameau, rev. ed. (New York: Dover, 1969), 2. 
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Rameau's Career as a Church Musician 

After his return to France, Rameau held short-term positions in 

numerous cities. For example, in January 1702, he was appointed 

temporary maitre de musique (director of music) at the Cathedral de Notre 

Dames des Doms, in Avignon. In May of the same year, Rameau left 

Avignon and signed a six-year contract to serve as organist at Clermont 

Cathedral; however, he did not remain in Clermont for the full six years. In 

1706, he moved to Paris, published his Premier livre de pieces de clavecin, 

and worked as organist at the Jesuit College. In 1709, he returned to Dijon, 

where he succeeded his father as organist at Notre-Dame there." His duties 

were apparently light; he shared the job with another man and was only 

required to play for "vigils and holy days and at functions."' 

In 1713, Rameau left Dijon for Lyons, where he served for two years 

as organist at the Jacobins before resuming the position of organist at 

Clermont Cathedral in 1715. (Rameau probably composed In convertendo, 

" It seems that almost every town or city in France has a church called Notre Dame, or 
some variant thereof. 
^ Girdlestone, 4. 
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the subject of this study, between 1713 and 1715, while was living in 

Lyons.)'^ 

In 1722 or 1723, Rameau returned to Paris (where he would remain 

for the rest of his life) and soon published his second and third volumes of 

Pieces de clavecin (1724 and 1731). Although he was active as a 

composer, it was the publication of his Traite de I'harmonie (1722) and 

Nouveau systeme de musique thiorique (1726), along with several writings 

in the Mercure de France, that established Rameau's name as a musical 

celebrity. 

In 1727, Rameau unsuccessfully auditioned for the organ position at 

the church of St. Paul in Paris. His competors included Vaudry, Fran9ois 

Couperin, and Louis-Claude Daquin (the job was awarded to Daquin). 

Despite this rejection, Rameau continued working for churches in order to 

make a living. He was appointed organist at St Croix-de-la-Bretonnerie in 

1732; in 1736, he also assumed the position of organist at the Jesuit 

Novitiate, but left both positions by 1738. 

James R. Anthony, French Baroque Music from Beaujoyeulx to Rameau, rev. ed. 
(Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1997), 264. 
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Rameau: The Opera Composer 

At least by the mid-1720s, Rameau became interested in opera. In 

1727, he solicited the distinguished writer Houdar de la Motte for a 

libretto/ However, it was not until October 1,1733, with the very 

successful debut of Hippolyte etAricie, that Rameau's operatic aspirations 

were finally realized. 

In his opera writing, Rameau regarded the music as being of at least 

equal importance as the text. Voltaire quoted Rameau as having said, 

"Lully needs actors but I need singers."® Rameau used libretti by many 

French writers including Voltaire and Fuzelier for his stage compositions, 

which encompass many genres: tragedie lyrique, comedie lyrique, opera-

ballet, comedie-ballet, pastorale, acte de ballet, and divertissement. With 

Lully and Gluck, Rameau is regarded by many historians as one of the 

masters of pre-Revolutionary French opera. 

' Girdlestone, 9. 
^ Quoted by Julie Anne Sadie, editor. Companion to Baroque Music (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990), 138. 
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Rameau and the Royal Court 

An appointment at the Royal Court was the greatest honor for a 

French musician in the eighteenth century. This honor eluded Rameau until 

1745, when he was appointed Compositeur de la Musique de la Chamber 

du Roy (Music Composer for the King's Residence). Rameau took great 

pride in this honor (his wife said this meant more to him than all his fame). 

Some of his compositions with specific court connections include La 

princesse de Navarre and Platee, both written for the dauphin's wedding, 

as well as Les surprises de Vamour, for Mme. de Pompadour's Theatre des 

Petits-Cabinets. 

Rameau: The Theorist 

Rameau wrote theoretical works from at least 1722, but was always 

quite active as a composer. After 1752, however, Rameau's interest shifted 

more from musical composition to theoretical works (e.g.. Observations sur 

notre instinct pour la musique, 1754). Late in his life, Rameau regretted 

the time he spent composing, because he felt his theoretical writing was of 

far greater worth. Among the more significant ideas found in Rameau's 

theoretical writings propose that all music is based on harmony, and that all 
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chords can be derived from the triad or the seventh chord. He also 

formulated the concept of the fundamental bass (not to be confused with the 

thoroughbass). Rameau's ideas and theories were never especially popular 

until Jean Le Rond d'Alembert promoted them in his book Elements de 

musique theorique et pratique (1752). 

Rameau never retired, working until his death in Paris on September 

12, 1764. While many people consider Rameau's theoretical writings his 

greatest contribution to music (he is known by many as "the father of 

modem harmony"), this author believes his music has much to recommend 

it. The present study of In convertendo has convinced the author to 

carefully examine much of Rameau's musical output. 
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CHAPTER II 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE FRENCH GRAND MOTET ' 

[A grand motet is a form]... designed primarily for use at the royal 
court; it had a large-scale episodic structure (many elements of 
which were drawn from contemporary opera) and employed a large 
ensemble (soloists, choir, orchestra). (Jhe New Harvard Dictionary 
of Music)' 

The term grand motet ("large motet") should be distinguished from 

petit motet ("small motet"). Composers who wrote grands motets usually 

wrote petits motets as well. The form of petits motets varied with the era 

and composer, but generally were shorter than grands motets: they 

included fewer voices (usually one to three), were often accompanied only 

by continuo, and were sometimes written for a specific liturgical function 

(e.g., the Elevation). 

The genre of the French grand motet developed over the period of at 

' The history of the grand motet in the seventeenth and eighteenth century is summarized 
here to provide basic knowledge and background information. For more depth in this 
area, readers may find it helpful to refer to James Anthony's excellent book, French 
Baroque Music from Beaujoyeulx to Rameau (Amadeus ftess, 1997). Chapters 13 and 
14 are of particular relevance. 
" The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s.v. "Motet" 
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least 150 years. The development of the genre, and its concurrent changes 

in meaning, is discemable in the several quotations from the period. For 

example, in 1665, Abbe Perrin defined the grand motet as follows: "The 

Motet is a piece varied by several vocal or musical sections, which are 

allied but are different [from each other] Sebastian de Brossard 

provided this definition in 1703: 

A musical composition, highly embellished and enriched with all the 
most advanced writing for 1, 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and even more voices 
or parts, often with instruments, but ordinarily, and almost always, 
accompanied at least by a thoroughbass The meaning of the 
term has now been extended to apply to any piece set to Latin words 
on any subject whatsoever, as in works in praise of Saints, 
elevations, and so forth. Even entire Psalms are made into motets.'^ 

An early twentieth-century French music dictionary suggests that the 

French grand motet, the English anthem, and the German cantata differ 

only in the language of their texts.^ Indeed, similarities exist between the 

genres; if one bears in mind that this is a gross generalization, the concept 

can aid in understanding the grand motet of the eighteenth century. 

^ Anthony, 217. 
Sebastian de Brossard, Dictionaire de musique (Paris, 1703; trans, and ed. Albion 

Gruber, as Dictionary of Music, Henryville: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Ltd., 1982), 
59. 
' Hugh Riemann, "Motet," in Dictionnaire de musique (Paris: Payot, 1931), 880. 
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The history of the grand motet is closely connected to King Louis 

XIV, "Le Roi Soleil"® (1638-1715; r. 1643-1715). By the 1680s, the King 

had built Versailles, created all the royal academies, and seized control of 

the Catholic Church in France. The Royal Chapel at Versailles, completed 

in 1682, provided space for 80 musicians.^ The King had distinct tastes in 

music, as in most other areas: 

From his musicians, as from his architects, his sculptors, and his 
painters, the king expects a new style, properly French. French 
liturgical music will be as the King of France wishes.® 

Louis routinely attended Messe basse solennelle (Low Mass, spoken 

entirely by a priest without singing) in the Royal Chapel. During a typical 

Mass, Louis heard one grand motet and two petits motets; Wayne Zarr 

notes that this "accounts for the rise of the motet, and the almost total 

neglect of the polyphonic Mass" during this era in France.' When Louis 

XrV attended Mass, his musicians performed music (grands and petits 

motets) in front of the altar as a priest behind the altar spoke the liturgy. 

® "The Sun King," a name frequently used for Louis XTV. 
^ Anthony, 217. 
® Joseph Samson, La Polyphonie sacre en France (Paris; Editions musicales de la Schola 
Cantorum, 1953), 105. 
' Wayne Zarr, "An Analysis of In Convertendo, Motet by Jean-Philippe Rameau" (D. 
Mus. Document, Indiana University, 1973), 7. 
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The author has found no elaborations on this fact, but it seems reasonable to 

surmise that the King found more meaning in music than in liturgy. 

The French Assimilation of Italian Stylistic Traits 

The development of the grand motet as a genre was inexorably 

connected to the French assimilation of Italian stylistic traits (i.e., 

polychoral music, dissonance treatment, and a somewhat madrigalian 

approach to text setting). The resultant style was idiosyncratically French, 

and was connected to French theater music. Rameau biographer Cuthbert 

Girdlestone believes the assimilated style is clearly visible in Rameau's 

music: "It is this new Franco-Italian style, corresponding in church music to 

the change firom Lulli to Campra and Destouches in dramatic music, that is 

evident in Rameau."'° 

Composers such as Guillaume Bouzignac (a Languedoc, or southern 

French, composer), Jean-Baptiste Lully (an Italian), and Marc-Antoine 

Chaipentier (a Frenchman who studied in Rome) made important 

contributions to this new French style, known as "les gouts reunis" ("the 

Girdlestone, 76. Girdlestone was referring to the original spelling of Lully's name. 
Lully, a native Italian, was christened Giovanni Battista Lulli. After moving to France he 
adopted the Francophied spelling "Jean-Baptiste Lully." 
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merged tastes"). Frangois Couperin, a native Parisian composer, was so 

committed to this style that he composed a set of chamber pieces called Les 

Gouts Riunis, published in 1724. 

The Works Before Du Mont 

To understand the development of the French grand motet, it is 

helpful to begin with Eustache Du Caurroy (1549-1609), sous-matire 

(associate music director) of the Royal Chapel. His Preces ecclesiasticae 

(1609), a collection including twenty-three motets for four to seven voices 

(many for double choir), could be considered the first examples of grands 

motets}^ 

The employment of the seconda pratlica'^ in French sacred music was 

slow and erratic. For example, the first work printed in France that used 

continuo throughout was Pathodia sacra et profana by Christine Huygens 

" Anthony, 200. 
The term seconda prattica (second practice, also known as the stile modemo, or 

modem style) is connected to the change in musical styles that occurred in Italy, ca. 1600. 
The features include: the development of monody, the principle that the words should 
govern the music, the development and use of the basso continuo, and changes in 
practices regarding dissonance treatment. The first practice, or prima prattica (also 
known as the Palestrina style or the stile antico, or old style) did not share the ideals of 
the seconda prattica, did not feature monody, followed different practices of dissonance 
treatment, and did not use basso continuo. 
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(Ballard, 1647).'^ Settings of the Mass Ordinary remained almost 

exclusively in prima pratiica throughout the seventeenth century. The rise of 

the seconda prattica in France occurred in the motet genre. 

French composers were conservative in their use of instruments to 

accompany choral music. It is difficult to ascertain with certainty when 

instruments might have been employed, because French musical scores of 

the early to middle seventeenth century did not include separate 

instrumental parts."' As time went by, churches began to allow 

instruments, and by the end of the seventeenth century, even the 

conservative Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris had capitulated.'^ 

Significant seventeenth-century developments in the grand motet 

included the use of two choirs, the addition of instruments, and the insertion 

of independent instrumental movements into the choral structure. These 

developments are first documented in the music of Nicolas Forme (1567-

1638) and Jean Veillot (d. 1662). Forme, Eustache Du Caurroy's successor 

" This was almost fifty years after Caccini's Nuove Musiche. 
'•* The a cappella tradition so closely associated with the prima prattica seems to have 
been bom at the Sistine Chapel in Rome ("a cappella" being "as in the [Sistine] 
Chapel"). Whether much of this music was actually performed without accompaniment 
(at least, away from the Sistine Chapel) is a subject of considerable speculation among 
musicologists. 

Anthony, 201. 
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at the Royal Chapel, was the first composer known to use contrasting choirs 

in his motet settings; he called the two choirs the petit choeur (small choir) 

and the grand choeur (large choir). The grand choeur and petit choeur 

were not named as such until 1646, when Thomas Gobert wrote in a letter 

to Constantin Huygens: "The grand choeur, which is a5, is always sung by 

many voices. The petit choeur is composed only of solo voices."'® Veillot, 

who also worked at the Royal Chapel, built on the formal structure he 

inherited from Forme. Veillot was the first composer to write for 

instruments (at least, other than continuo instruments) in a grand motet. He 

used them to double the vocal parts and also added symphonies (separate 

instrumental movements) to the double choir structure. 

Guillaume Bouzignac (ca. 1587-ca. 1643), a native of southern 

France, wrote music quite different from that of his predecessors and 

contemporaries. Provengal music reflected the Italian style more than the 

music of Northern France; therefore, Bouzignac's music is more dramatic 

than the music of his northern contemporaries. His style reflects both 

Italian and Catalan'' influences by using speech rhythms and short text 

'^Ibid. 
Catalonia is the region in the Pyrenees Mountains that straddles the border between 

modem France and Spain. 
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fragments. Bouzignac also utilized madrigalisms and word painting to a 

much greater degree than his contemporaries.'^ Catherine Cessac 

comments on "the dramatic vigor of the works [of Bouzignac], in which 

musical expression is closely linked to the meaning of the texts."'' 

Henri Du Mont (1610-1684) 

By the middle of the seventeenth century, the grand motet was a 

genre including a wide variety of divergent styles. It was left to Henri Du 

Mont, a Walloon composer, to fuse the various stylistic tendencies (i.e., 

prima prattica, seconda prattica, and the various practices used in 

composing motets at the time) alive in France during the seventeenth 

century into one style. The genre of grand motet crystallized in the work of 

Du Mont. 

Bom Henry de Their, near Liege,"° Du Mont adopted the French 

form of his name later in his life. Although located in northern Europe, 

Anthony, 208-09. 
" Catherine Cessac, Marc-Antoine Charpenner, trans. E. Thomas Glasow (Portland, OR: 
Amadeus Press, 1995), 201. 

In Flanders, now a city in Belgium. 
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Flanders's music was rich with Italian influence during Du Mont's youth."' 

Du Mont was thus qualified for the task of unifying the various style 

features of the grand motet into one. 

Du Mont composed over 200 Latin works but not all are extant. In 

addition to his grands motets, Du Mont composed the earliest printed 

French example of the petit motet. In Cantica sacrai (Ballard, 1652), he set 

twenty-four of the thirty-five petits motets for two solo voices and continuo, 

the first known French publication to include figured bass. 

These pieces in many ways reflected the Italian influence he heard as 

a youth in Flanders (e.g., contrasting rhythms, dissonance treatment, and 

text painting). Despite the Italian influence, his Airs a quatres parties avec 

las basse continue (1663) were quite French in style. The incorporation of 

binary structure, symmetrical phrases, and metrical shifts along with the 

fiindamental Italianate structure galvanized Du Mont's contribution to the 

French grand motet. Baroque specialist Julie Anne Sadie credits Du Mont 

with establishing "a fluent style of dramatic French monody." She 

One must remember the tremendous influence of earlier composers such as Josquin and 
Dufay. The French-Italian axis of the Renaissance greatly changed the character of 
music in northern Europe. 
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continues: "His early experimentation with ... Italian techniques -

dialogue and double chorus - came to fruition in the grands motets """ 

Du Mont's grands motets typically begin with an instrumental 

symphonie (instrumental prelude, not to be confused with the modem term 

"symphony"). The motets are through-composed and largely contrapuntal. 

They are largely sectionalized and include solo sections alternating with 

choral sections. Many of these sections lack clear points of division - they 

run directly from one into the next. However, Du Mont sometimes 

employed ritoumelles (ritomelli, or recurrent instrumental passages) to 

demarcate sections of his motets. Most of the motets are composed for 

five-voice petits and grands choeurs (each SATTB) and five instrumental 

parts, usually colla parte. Lionel Sawkins, a French Baroque historian, 

says that by 1666, the Royal Chapel's repertoire included thirty-one grands 

motets by Du Mont."^ 

Zarr distinguishes two elements of Du Mont's motets that are 

retained by later composers of the grand motet. (1) the doubling of the 

^ Sadie, 118. 
^ Lionel Sawkins, "Chronology and evolution of the grand motet at the court of Louis 
XIV: evidence from the Uvres du Roi and the works of Perrin, the sous-maitres, and 
Lully" in Jean-Baptiste Lully and the Music of the French Baroque, ed. John Hajdu 
Heyer (Cambridge: Cambridge University Pnsss, 1989), 58. 
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choral altos by the second violin, an octave higher, which then sounds as 

the highest voice; and (2) the use of double fugue."^ To this, one might add 

the organization of the sections to coincide with the psalm versification, a 

practice followed by Lully and virtually all successive composers of the 

genre. 

LuIIy to Charpentier 

Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-1687) was bom in Florence, moved to 

France in 1646, and entered Louis XFV's service in 1652. Lully quickly 

gained prominence at the court, and was soon to dominate French music. 

Lully's total control of French music was a politio-musical phenomenon 

that lasted until his death (for example, Louis XTV granted him an 

unprecedented monopoly on music; no one could sing any piece in its 

entirety without written permission from Lully). 

Lully composed twelve grands motets, the earliest in 1664, all of 

which explore the concept of contrasting sonorities. The petit choeur was 

usually set for SSATB (emphasizing the higher voices), while the grand 

choeur was typically written for SATBB (emphasizing the lower voices). 

-''Zarr, 17. 
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Lully usually wrote the accompaniments for a six-part orchestra that 

usually played colla parte except in the purely instrumental sections. 

Lully's motets are more sectionalized than Du Mont's (regularly 

featuring riioumelles to clearly demarcate the sections). Versification of 

the text was clearly the determinant factor in his sectional divisions (e.g., 

Te Deum, 1677). Because of his primary function as an opera composer, 

Lully favored dramatic texts for his grand motets-, an important example 

one may wish to examine is Lully's Miserere (1664). 

The texture of Lully's motets, far less contrapuntal than Du Mont's, 

could be described as "contrapuntally enlivened homophony." 

Consequentially, the harmony is often simple and somewhat static. Lully 

was fond of borrowing chords from opposite modes, resulting in bi-

modality, a practice common in French music of the Baroque period.^ 

Lully solidified the practice of setting almost every verse of a psalm 

as a separate movement or section, thus producing a motet with many 

shorter sections (or movements)."® Zarr comments that "later composers 

^ Anthony, 223. 
^ At this point in the development of the grand motet, the terms "section" and 
"movement" are used almost interchangeably. This can be confusing when examining 
the literature, but Lully seems to be the pivotal composer. After him, composers wrote 
grands motets unambiguously in separate movements. 
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did not modify this practice of keeping verses separated; rather they chose 

psalms with fewer verses or omitted verses 

The early grand motet culminated in the writing of Michel-Richard 

Delalande (1657-1726)."^ Delalande received many appointments and 

promotions in a short period of time. He was appointed a sous-maitre of 

the Royal Chapel in 1683, the year Du Mont retired (and also the year of 

Rameau's birth), and was appointed a court composer in 1685. He was 

named Superintendant de la Musique de la Chambre in 1689, and Maitre 

de la Musique de la Chambre in 1695. By 1714 he was the sole sous-

maitre. 

Delalande composed more tlian seventy grands motets. Although 

none of them were published during his lifetime, he greatly expanded the 

scope of the genre: 

Like the music of Bach, the motets of Delalande are imbued with an 
overall spirituality that transcends Chapel and concert hall alike ... 
They ... succeeded in humanizing what was in danger of becoming 
cold formulas of obeisance in the late Lully motets."' 

^Zarr, 11. 
^ Composers following Delalande (especially Chaipentier) begin to change the 
fundamental components of the form forged by Delalande. 
^ Anthony, 237. 
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By the time of Delelande, the grand motet had assumed a style that 

was uniquely French. Musicologist Paul Henry Lang speaks of Delelande's 

motets: 

. . .  t h e  g e n e r a l  d e c o r a t i v e  a n d  f e s t i v e  t o n e ,  a v o i d i n g  b o t h  m y s t i c  
meditations and dolorous confessions, makes this music typically 
French, opposed to both Italian and German church music. 

Delalande's motets are almost all written for five-part choir and 

soloists. Typically, they are a sequence of disparate movements including 

purely instrumental movements, vocal solos and ensembles, and choral 

movements. Obbligato instruments frequently appear, especially in recits 

(vocal solo movements). The orchestra offers support as well as 

accompaniment; some instruments play colla parte, and others play 

independent musical lines. (This anticipates the style used by Jean-Philippe 

Rameau in his grands motets.) 

James Anthony writes of Delalande's meticulous attention to both 

Latin prosody and textual meaning: "Delalande sought maximum musical 

contrast between textual ideas in apposition."^' To do this, Delelande used 

homophony, complex counterpoint, and operatic devices. Grout and 

^ Paul Heniy Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York, W. W. Norton & 
Company, 1941), 540. 

Anthony, 239-40. 
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Palisca note that Delelande's harmony is, "spiced, when expression 

demanded, with dissonances - and surprising contrasts of texture and 

mood."^" 

Marc-Antoine Charpentier (1643-1704), a Parisian-bom composer, 

garnered most of his musical influence from the Italian composer Giacomo 

Carissimi (1605-74), with whom he studied in Rome in the 1660s. 

Charpentier returned to Paris by 1670 to become maitre de musique for 

Marie de Lorraine, Mademoiselle de Guise; he worked for her until she 

died in 1688. 

Charpentier then taught music to Philippe, the Duke of Chartres; he 

also directed the music at St. Louis, a Jesuit church. Although Louis XIV 

never employed Charpentier at his Court, he did admire the composer's 

music enough to grant him a pension in 1683. Charpentier's most 

prestigious appointment came in 1698, when he was appointed Maitre de 

musique des enfants (Master of Children's Music) at the prestigious church 

of Sainte Chapelle; in this position, he was obligated to write significant 

amounts of sacred music. Charpentier's ultimate musical output is 

staggering (e.g., his motet output far exceeded those of other contemporary 

Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca, A History ofWestem Music, fifth edition 
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French composers). At the time of his death, he left eighty-three psalm 

settings, forty-eight elevation motets, thirty-one Tenebrae lessons, forty-

two antiphons, ten Magnificat settings, and various litanies, Te Deums, 

sequences, hymns, and other miscellaneous works.^ Charpentier was the 

great assimilator in France (as Bach was in Germany). He combined 

Gregorian chant tunes, popular noels, and elements from Italian music, 

French overture, danse mesuree, stile antico polyphony, and the Versailles 

grand motet into one style that was distinctively his own.^^ 

Charpentier's grands motets differ markedly from those of his 

contemporaries (e.g., Delalande), and from those of his predecessors. Most 

of Charpentier's motets are for four parts (he writes for five voices in only 

six of his motets), while five-part writing is normal in Delalande's motets. 

Occasionally Charpentier divides the four-part choir into eight parts, 

yielding a double chorus/double orchestra effect. He did not, however, 

think of the two choirs in these works as petit choeur and grand choeur, but 

regarded them as equals. The number of soloists in Charpentier's motets 

varies from three to eight. As in his other music, Charpentier often included 

(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996), 346. 
" A French noblewoman, essentially the Duchess of Guise. 
^Cessac, 197. 

Anthony, 229. 
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in his motets quotations and paraphrases of plainsong, strong dramatic 

elements, abrupt modulations, and a rich harmonic language with much use 

of dissonance. James Dunn describes Charpentier's music as "the settled 

tonality of Carissimi but with strong linear tendencies."^® 

Charpentier's grands motets were used for a variety of venues and 

occasions. He wrote primarily for the Dauphin's chapel, the Jesuit church, 

and Saint-Chapelle. James Anthony divides Charpentier's motet ouevre 

into four principal groups: (1) praise hymns to a Saint or to the Blessed 

Virgin; (2) psalms and Te Deums; (3) elevations, lessons, and Tenebrae 

responses; and (4) miscellaneous works.^' 

The structure of Charpentier's motets varies greatly. Some have 

almost no sectional divisions (as in earlier works by Du Mont) and others 

are a succession of autonomous movements (as in the later Delalande 

motets). 

James P. Dunn, "The Grand Motets of Marc-Antoine Chaipentier, 1634-1704" (Ph.D. 
diss.. State University of Iowa, 1962), 45. 

Anthony, 229. 
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The Grand Motet in the Eighteenth Century 

By the end of the grand siecle (seventeenth century) the Catholic 

Church in France was essentially a state-controlled religion. Sacred music 

became increasingly secularized in the eighteenth century, a phenomenon 

James Anthony believes was inevitable "in a religion that used all its 

musical resources to parade its opulence and to orchestrate its power."^^ 

Indeed, the use of the grand motet at Versailles during the King's Mass 

made it a vehicle of a sacred concert. Grands motets were dominant in the 

repertoire of the Royal Chapel until the French Revolution (1792), a fact 

supported by the Livre de motets pour la Chapelle du Roy (Ballard, 1787-

92). This publication reveals that during the first half of 1792, sixty-one 

grands motets were performed at the Royal Chapel.^' 

The late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries feature a 

procession of French composers who composed grands motets. Brief 

details on some of the more influential ones follow. Henry Desmarest 

(1663-1741), Charpentier's successor at the Jesuit church, wrote large-scale 

grands motets. Four of his manuscripts in the collection of the 

Ibid., 247. 
Bastille Day was July 14,1792. 
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Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris exceed one hundred pages in length. 

Guillaume Minoret (ca. 1650-1720), wrote motets in a more conservative 

style (only six are extant). Jean Gilles (1668-1705), a Languedoc 

composer, left eleven grands motets featuring heavily ornamented melodic 

lines and the irregular phrase lengths of his native Provence. Daniel 

Danielis (1635-1696) left seventy-two motets, veiy Italianate in style. 

These works, written for one to four voices, employ text painting, 

chromaticism, and modulations. 

Two other composers significantly influenced the grand motet style 

inherited by Jean-Philippe Rameau: Andre Campra and Francois Couperin. 

Campra (1660-1744), often regarded as the most significant opera 

composer between Lully and Rameau, was another southern French 

composer. He served as maitre de musique at Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris 

(ca. 1694-1700), and then turned to full-time composition of theatrical 

music. The title of Campra's third book of motets indicates the inclusion of 

a motet "a la maniere italienne." In 1723, Campra was appointed a sous-

maitre at the Royal Chapel at Versailles; following the Versailles 

appointment, Campra issued two books of Psaumes (1737 and 1738). 

These motets are mostiy for five soloists (SSATB), five-part choir 
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(SATBB), and five-part orchestra (flute, oboes, violins, violas, and 

continuo). Campra combined rich instrumentation and harmony with 

counterpoint to produce music in an Italianate style. James Anthony cites 

Campra as the best source for studying the influence of Italian cantata style 

on the French motet.'^" 

Francois Couperin (1668-1733) was very dedicated to les gouts 

reunis, the combination of French and Italian stylistic elements. He wrote 

numerous petits motets for one or two solo voices and basse continue^'' 

While he wrote no known grands motets, three extant motets with chorus 

{Exultent Superi, Motet for St. Suzanne; Festiva Laetis, Motet for St. Anne-, 

and Jucunda Vox Ecclesiae, Motet for St. Augustine-, all ca. 1680) show that 

he applied the same musical style to them as to his better-known works. 

Despite his small choral oeuvre, Couperin's influence on the style of 

the French grand motet should not be under-estimated. His melodic style 

was florid within a minimalist structure, and his use of instruments was 

very imaginative. He tended to write independent instrumental parts that 

interacted freely with the vocal melodies. In addition, he used modem 

Anthony, 254. 
Couperin's splendid Legons de Tenebres (ca. 1713-17) reflect the same style as his 

petits motets. He also left three collections of psalm extracts, similar in forces to his 
petits motets. 
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instruments, such as the transverse flute, to contrast with gentler and more 

traditional ones, such as the recorder. Harmonically, Couperin used 

Italianate chains of suspensions and chromaticism side by side with "the 

mediant ninth chord and the stacking up of dissonant tones over a pedal... 

[which] were relatively common in post-Lully harmonic procedures in 

France/" 

Rameau's Grands Motets 

Jean-Philippe Rameau, who spent twenty-six years as a church 

musician, composed less religious music than most of the composers 

discussed above. Because he was employed as a church organist (not 

maitre de musique) he was not obliged to compose religious works such as 

grands motets. Resultantly, only four grands motets by Rameau exist: 

Laboravi damans (Psalm 69:3; published in 1722); Quam dilecta 

tabemacula (Psalm 83; ca. 1713-22); Deus noster refugiam (eleven verses 

from Psalm 45; ca. 1713); and In convertendo Dominus (Psalm 126; ca. 

1713-15; rev. 1751)."^^ Rameau called his motets as Motets a grands 

•*" Anthony, 262. 
Thorough and well-done analyses of all the Rameau motets except Laboravi clamans 

may be found in Wayne Zair's doctoral document, "An Analysis of In Convertendo, 
Motet by Jean-Philippe Rameau." 
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choeurs (motets for large choirs) as opposed to grands motets. Nothing is 

known about performances of these motets before Rameau's 1751 revision 

of In convertendo, a matter that will be discussed in more detail below. In 

many respects, Rameau's motets bear much greater resemblance - from a 

formal point of view - to those of Charpentier than to earlier grands motets. 

Laboravi damans may have been extracted from a lost grand motet. 

The extant portion is significantly shorter than Rameau's other motets, and 

appears to be segmental (it is only one movement). It was included in 

Traite de I'harmonie to illustrate fiigue. The motet is scored for chorus a:5 

(SSATB) with basse continue. The two halves of the psalm verse (Psalm 

69:3) are divided to make four parts; each part is assigned a fugue subject. 

James Anthony notes that little connection seems to exist between the 

music and the rules it was chosen to illustrate in Rameau's Traite.'^ 

Quam dilecta, a setting of texts from Psalm 83:2-10, is a seven-

movement motet, believed by Zarr to be the latest of the three complete 

Rameau motets.'^^ An examination of the entire psalm suggests that 

Rameau chose to set the most expressive portions of the psalm text. The 

Anthony, 264. 
''Zarr, 58. 
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motet begins, as do all of Rameau's complete grand motets, with a solo 

movement (in this motet, a soprano recit). The motet features fugal 

counterpoint, including an accompanied five-part double fugue in the 

second movement. It calls for soloists (SSAB) and choir (SSATBB), two 

flutes, two violins, taille, bass viol, and continuo. Some of the motet's 

movements combine two psalm verses, but the third and fourth movements 

each set half of one psalm verse. Only movements five and seven set a 

complete verse, the normal procedure in Rameau's other motets. 

Deus noster refugiam, the longest of Rameau's grands motets, 

consists of eleven movements. It may have been composed in 1713 for the 

Lyons Concert Society. As well as being the longest, Zarr believes it may 

be the earliest of the Rameau motets."^^ Deus noster refugiam sets Psalm 

45:2-12. Unfortunately, the extant manuscript - an eighteenth century copy 

not in Rameau's hand - is incomplete. All that exists of movement ten (the 

setting of psalm verse eleven) is the introduction, for flute and continuo. 

Using his entire dramatic prowess, Rameau captured the vivid 

imagery of Psalm 45 in his musical setting. Each of the motet's three 

sections concludes with a chorus. The scoring is for SSATTB soloists, 

'^Zair,43. 
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SATB choir, flute, oboe, two violins, taille, bass viol, and continuo. James 

Anthony says, "Rameau's vocal writing in the solos and ensembles is more 

brilliant and more melismatic than that of Couperin or Delalande."^' 

In convertendo is discussed in detail in Chapter III of this document. 

Summary 

A summary of the development of the grand motet as observed in 

the major composers discussed in this chapter appears on the next page in 

Figure 2.1. 

Anthony, 266. 
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CHAPTER III 

RAMEAU'S GRAND MOTET, "IN CONVERTENDO" 

The original date of composition of In convertendo is unknown, but 

all available sources agree that it was composed between 1713 and 1715. 

Cuthbert Girdlestone relates that the Lyons Concert Society purchased it 

"after 1713" and that it "was presumably performed at Lyons."' No 

manuscript from this version exists; however, Rameau performed In 

convertendo during Holy Week 1751 at the Concert Spirituel in Paris 

following a thorough revision. The 1751 revision provides the extant 

manuscript copies of the motet. 

James Anthony says, "The performers at the Concert Spirituel were 

usually first-rate; the vocal soloists came firom the Opera, and the chorus 

was made up of some of the best singers of the Royal Chapel and the 

principal churches of Paris." Each concert presented by the Concert 

Spirituel included at least one grand motet, but the organization's major 

' Girdlestone, 94. 
" The Concert Spirituel was France's first permanent, commercial organization to give 
series of concerts to holders of subscription tickets. 
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interest was instrumental music. The programs often included Italian and 

German music.' 

Despite Rameau's extensive and ongoing revisions of In 

convertendo (which are demonstrated by the numerous notations and 

amendments on Rameau's autograph manuscript, now in the collection of 

the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris), the 1751 performance at the Concert 

Spirituel was not well-received by the Parisian public. The Nouvelles 

litteraires, then written by Raynal, said, "Rameau's best friends had to 

agree that it [In Convertendo] contained neither brilliant recitatives, nor 

majestic choruses, nor symphonies, nor images, nor homogeneity." The 

Mercure tried to explain the lukewarm reaction by saying the work was 

forty years old, implying it seemed old fashioned. Raynal added, 

"Mondonville [the most popular French composer of sacred music at the 

time] has not been dethroned and Rameau's rivalry has but increased the 

esteem in which his motets are held."^ 

^ Anthony, 36-37. 
* Girldestone, 94. 
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The Provision of In convertendo 

Two eighteenth-centuiy manuscript copies of In convertendo exist; 

both reside in the collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. The 

first, in Rameau's hand, is the copy from which he conducted at the 1751 

revival performance. The second was made by an unknown copyist, part of 

a collection of three motets by Rameau (the three complete ones).^ 

The Rameau autograph has many annotations and changes. In fact, 

there are places in which the marginalia and notational changes are so thick 

it is difficult to read the music. In general, however, the manuscript is easy 

to read and clearly displays Rameau's intentions. The anonymous copyist's 

manuscript is extremely clean and easy to read; it is virtually identical, 

note-wise, to the Rameau autograph. This author believes the few variant 

notes to be copy errors. Both manuscripts save paper where possible. For 

example, the first violin and first oboe usually share the same line of music, 

with notations indicating where only one or the other should play. If the 

copyist's manuscript used Rameau's autograph as a source (which seems 

probable because of the extreme similarity of the notes and instrumentation, 

^ B.N., Mus., R&. Vm'. 248; and B.N., Mus., Res. Vm'. 507. 
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many of which are actually alterations in Rameau's autograph), he did not 

include any of the marginalia in his manuscript. 

Modem versions of In Convertendo appear in three sources: the old 

collected works edited by Saint-Saens (Paris, Durand, 1895-1924); the 

edition by Roger Blanchard (Editions Musicales Radio France, 1980); and 

the new collected works, the Opera omnia (Paris, Billaudot, publ. 1996- ). 

Durand published the older collected works of Rameau, the Oeuvres 

Complete, in eighteen volumes. Camille Saint-Saens edited these volumes, 

published between 1895 and 1924. It is clear when examining the volumes 

of the Oeuvres Complete that knowledge of French Baroque performance 

practices has increased exponentially since their publication. When 

comparing the Saint-Saens edition of In Convertendo to the original 

manuscript, one finds many alterations to Rameau's music (usually without 

any notation to alert the modem musician to the modification). For 

example, at various places, the orchestration was changed (i.e., which 

instmments played what, and when), meters and meter signatures were 

altered, note values were modified, and ornamentation signs were 

misrepresented. While Saint-Saens's collected works remain the standard 

(the newer collected works are incomplete), the reader is forewarned to 
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examine them carefully and compare them whenever possible to the 

Bouissou Opera omnia, or preferably to a facsimile of the original 

manuscript. 

The Blanchard edition is extremely difficult to use. While usually 

accurate in its presentation of notes and rhythms, it is not helpful in 

understanding performance practice issues. For example, Blanchard 

includes most of Rameau's ornament symbols, but realizes the ornaments 

in the various vocal and instrumental parts. This poses several problems. 

If the performer wished to omit an ornament or perform it differently, it 

would require rewriting the part, as Blanchard's realizations become 

extremely complex rhythmically. This challenge to the performer is 

increased by the fact that Rameau often used the same symbol (+) to signify 

many different kinds of ornaments. What if Blanchard's choice did not 

concur with the modem performer's? The complex and thick texture 

resultant from Blanchard's continual realizations makes the score difficult 

to read, and effectively squelches any real possibility of improvisation on 

the part of the performers. 

The appearance of the Blanchard edition is difficult to assimilate: it 

consists of photo-offset copies of a handwritten score and parts, reproduced 
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in very small print. A final difficulty, and not a minor one, is that the 

Blanchard material is quite difficult to obtain. In fact, this author - after a 

year's efforts - has been unable to ascertain whether a choral score is even 

available; it is possible, then, that everyone would have to read from the 

full score. This author could locate no American music retailer who stocks 

the score and parts; some retailers, however, offered to attempt to order 

them from France. They are expensive and one could not expect prompt 

delivery. 

The Bouissou Opera omnia represent a new level of scholarship, 

reflective of the knowledge available at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century. The volumes are clean, easy to read, and appear to be extremely 

accurate. Because the publication is ongoing and the volume containing the 

grands motets is not yet available in American libraries, a carefiil 

examination and evaluation of Bouissou's In convertendo has not yet been 

possible. 

The Structure of In convertendo 

In Convertendo is the shortest of the three complete Rameau motets. 

In seven movements, it sets much of Psalm 125, adding Psalm 68:31 as 
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movement five. The text is from Jerome's Latin Vulgate and is cast as 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1 

Movement I Psalm 125:1b 
Recit (Alto) 
"In convertendo" 
Movement n Psalm 125:2 
Choeur 
'Tunc repletum" 
Movement III Psalm 125:3 
Duo (Soprano and Bass) 
"Magnificavit Dominus" 
Movement IV Psalm 125:4 
Recit (Bass) 
"Converte, Domine" 
Movement V Psalm 68:31 (alt.) 
Recit (Soprano) and Choeur 
"Laudate nomen Dei" 
Movement VI Psalm 125:5 
Trio (Soprano, Alto, and 
Bass) 
"Qu/ seminanf 
Movement VII Psalm 125:6 
Choeur 
"Euentses ibant" 
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Figure 3.2 shows the scoring of In convertendo. 

Figure 3.2 

Soloists: Soprano, Alto, Bass 
Choir: Soprano (some divisi). Alto, Tenor, Baritone, Bass 
Flutes: 2 
Oboes: 2 
Bassoons: 2 
Violins: 2 
Taille (Viola) 
Continuo (Organ and Basses de Viole) 

Figure 3.3 shows the original Latin text, a literal word-for-word 

English translation, and the English version from the Douay-Rheims Bible, 

the modem English translation most reliant on Jerome's Vulgate. 

Figure 33 

Jerome's Latin Vulgate 
Literal English translation 
In convertendo Dominum 
captivitatem 
With overturning the Lord captivity 
Sion, facti sumus sicut consolati. 
of Sion we were made as if comforted. 

Version from the Douay-Rheims 
Bible 
When the Lord brought back the 
captivity of Sion, we became like men 
comforted. 
Psalm 125:1 
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Tunc repletum est gaudio os nostrum, et 
Next it is filled with delight mouth our 
and 
lingua nostra exultatione. Tunc 
dicent 
tongue our with leaping for joy Then they 
said 
inter gentes: magnificavit 
Dominus 
among the nations he prized highly the 
Lord 
facere cum eis. 
to make with them. 

Then was our mouth filled with 
gladness; and our tongue with joy. 
Then shall they say among the 
Gentiles: The Lord hath done great 
things for them. 
Psalm 125:2 

Magnificavit Dominus facere 
nobiscum. 
He prized highly the Lord to make with us 
Facti sumus laetantes. 
we were made rejoicins ones. 

The Lord hath done great things for us: 
we are become joj^l. 
Psalm 125:3 

Converte, Domine, captivitatem 
nostram. 
Change Lord captivity our 
sicut torrens in austro. 
just as the stream in the south. 

Turn again our captivity, 0 Lord, as a 
stream in the south. 
Psalm 125:4 

Laudate nomen Dei cum cantico. 
Praise the name of God with song 
Magnificabo eum in laude. 
1 shall prize highly him with praise. 

I will praise the name of God with a 
canticle: and I will magnify him with 
praise. 
Psalm 68:31 

Qui seminant in lacrimis, in 
Those who plant seeds in tears, with 
exultatione metent. 
joy they will reap. 

They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. 
Psalm 125:5 

Euntes ibant et flebant, portantes 
Those they go and weep carrying 
seminasua venientes autemvenient 
seeds their coming but they will 
come 
in exultatione, portantes manipulos 
In joy carrying sheaves 
SUOS. 

Their 

Going they went and wept, casting their 
seeds. But coming they shall come 
with joyfulness, carrying their sheaves. 
Psalm 125:6 
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The opening movement, "In convertendo," is a recit for haute-contre 

(high tenor).^ It is a slow and expressive setting of Psalm 125:1, scored for 

solo singer, two flutes, two violins, and continuo. The constant mixing of 

duple and triple meters gives an aural impression of recitative-like singing, 

allowing the singer maximum freedom to shape the agrements (ornaments) 

as he pleases. It may be useful to think of this movement as a French 

recitativo accompagnaio. Please see chapters V and VI for further 

pertinent information. 

The second movement, "Tunc repletum," is a long fugal movement 

with an overall ABA form. Wa>'ne Zarr identifies three subjects and 

observes, "the first subject is unusually long and has two complementary 

counterpoints, at times suggesting that there are three distinct subjects, a 

practice to which the composer alludes in his discussion of fugue in his 

Treatise.'''^ The movement is scored for five-part chorus (SATBB), oboes, 

bassoons, strings, and continuo. In the style originated by Delalande, 

Rameau used the instruments to double the choral parts as well as to play 

independent material. 

' For a discussion of this term, a comparison to the term "counter-tenor", and information 
about the kinds of singers who sang these parts, see Anthony, 526, footnote 7. 
'Zarr, 87. 
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Movement three is a soprano and bass duet, "Magnificavit 

Dominus." The movement follows the text in its structure in the style 

established by Lully. For example, "Facti sumus laetantes" ("We are glad 

indeed") is set to lively music using a triplet rhythm in an imitative style.^ 

The overall form is AB. The A section is an accompanied, recitative-like 

duet; the B section, an accompanied vocal duet (aria style) in rounded 

binary form, concludes with a short instrumental ritomello. The movement 

is scored for the two singers, two oboes, bassoon, two violins, and 

continuo. 

The fourth movement, a bass recit, features rapid imitative 

instrumental sections that reflect the rush of waters mentioned in the 

pslam.^ The score calls for the bass voice, two flutes, two violins, viola, 

and continuo. The music alternates between slow and fast passages; the 

slow passages in the manner of recitative. The transitions between the slow 

* It is well-documented by J. S. Bach scholars that Bach used triplet rtiythms to depict 
joy. Rameau and Bach were almost exact contemporaries, although no evidence implies 
they ever met or even knew of one another. 
' It is interesting that neither Jerome's Vulgate nor the Douay-Rheims Bible suggests 
clearly the original Hebrew, which speaks of the sudden appearance of mshing waters in 
the desert following heavy rains. Rameau's music seems to reflect the Hebrew more 
accurately than the Vulgate, although it should be emphasized that we have no reason to 
believe Rameau read Hebrew. One must remember, however, that by the eighteenth 
century, numerous editions of the Bible existed and were widely disseminated (e.g., 
Luther's German Bible and the English King James Version). 
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and fast sections are quite dramatic (and pose challenges for the conductor). 

Cuthbert Girldestone reaches the unfortunate conclusion that this 

movement is "dull" and would better be omitted.'® The author hopes 

performers will join him in respectful disagreement with Mr. Girdlestone. 

The fifth movement, "Laudate nomen dei," is a setting for solo 

soprano and choir of an altered version of Psalm 68.31." The music in this 

movement is rich and expansive, yet rhythmic and lively. The form is 

rondo-like: ABACA, calling to mind a concerto grosso. The scoring is for 

soprano solo, choir (basically four-part, with some divisi in the soprano and 

bass parts), two oboes, two bassoons, two violins, violas, and continuo. 

Movement six is an accompanied trio for soprano, haute-contre, and 

bass, unison violins and continuo. Rameau chose to set the "rejoicing" 

aspect of the psalm text (as opposed to the "tearful" one). The music is 

constructed over an ostinato figure in the continuo. The vocal parts are 

quite imitative, while the unison violins play complementary musical 

material. 

Girdlestone, 95 and 103. 
" Rameau changed ''̂ laudate" to "laudemus," and "magnificabo" to "magnificemus" and 
'"magnificate," perhaps to support grammatically the setting for numerous singers (Psalm 
68 is in first f)erson.) 
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The seventh and final movement of this motet is "Euentes ibant et 

flebant." Triumphant in nature, this movement features the full choir and 

orchestra; it is highly contrapuntal. Zarr identifies numerous subjects and 

motives. The form is A A' Coda. The score calls for SSATBB choir, flutes 

and oboes in pairs, bassoon, first and second violins, violas, and continuo. 

Once again, the instruments double the choir much of the time, but also 

play a great deal of independent musical material. 
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PART Two: PERFORMANCE PRACTICE 

CHAPTER RV 

AGREMENTS 

Agrements, according to The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, are: 

"Ornaments introduced in French music of the 17"' century and soon widely 

used throughout Europe."' Simply put, agre/nenw are ornaments. This 

definition hints at a significant aspect of the agrement, namely that it is 

idiosyncratically French. French ornaments were similar to ornaments used 

throughout Europe, but were unique in their form, use, and feeling. 

Mary Cyr, in Performing Baroque Music, comments on the "more 

equal role" of composers and performers in the Baroque era," one very clear 

example being in the practices surrounding ornamentation. Baroque 

composers indicated ornaments, with varying frequency, through the use of 

varying symbols. In the slow movements of Italian sonatas, for example, it 

was not unusual for composers to write only a bass and a simple melody, 

with the expectation that the performer would substantially embellish the 

' The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, s.v. "Agrdments." 
" Mary Cyr, Performing Baroque Music (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1992), 123. 
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melody. French composers generally used signs (the most common being 

+, which could indicate virtually any kind of ornament); Italian composers 

rarely used symbols. As the Baroque era progressed, increased 

regimentation affected the practices surrounding ornamentation, but the 

sound goal seems to have remained consistent: that the ornamentation 

should sound improvisatory and not labored. 

Symbols and Tables 

In French Baroque music, each composer tended to use different 

symbols; however, the identical symbols carried different meanings, 

depending on the composer. It is therefore important to examine each 

composer's music carefully. Ornament symbols appear in French music -

unfortunately without explanation - as early as 1615 (Vallet's Secretum 

musarum). It soon became common for composers to include an 

Explication des agrements, or ornament table, in the preface of their 

publications or compositions.^ Although Rameau included no table with 

In convertendo, he did include a table in his Pieces de Clavecin of 1724 and 

^ An early and significant such table was by Chambonniere, included in his 1670 Pieces 
de clavecin-, the most comprehensive table was by D'Anglebert, for his 1689 Pieces de 
clavecin. 
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1731 (Rameau published the same chart in both volumes; see Figure 4.1). 

In addition, Rameau discussed vocal ornamentation in his Code de musique 

pratique (1760). In his Code de musique pratique, Rameau discussed the 

tril or cadence as being useful in descending gestures. He directs that they 

should begin on the upper note and terminate on the lower; that they should 
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be sung legato, and in one breath. He also wrote about the port de voix, 

used to ascend, which begins on the lower note and concludes on the upper; 

and the coule, the inversion of the port de voix. Rameau did not provide 

printed musical examples of sung ornaments, however, he maintained their 

importance. 

The ornament chart in the 1724 and 1731 Pieges de Clavecin 

provides suggestions regarding the performance of these ornaments. It 

appears that the rhythm of the ornament was at the performer's discretion, 

as many of Rameau's realizations of ornaments are not rhythmically 

complete. In the Code de musique pratique, he encourages variety in the 

execution of ornaments so they do not become "insipid." This lends 

support to the idea that composers suggested ornamentation, but proper 

execution was the performer's responsibility. James Anthony, in the 

performance notes for his edition of Delalande's grand motet, De 

profundis, alludes to this idea when speaking of trills: "Certain guidelines 

may be suggested, but to 'lock in' a trill to a given number of oscillations 

inevitably robs it of spontaneity."^ 

* James R. Anthony, ed., Michel-Richard Dekdande, De profundis (Chapel Hill, NC: 
The University of North Carolina Press, 1980), 16. 
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Text and Agrements 

It is fundamentally important to understand that ornamentation is 

innate to French Baroque music, including - and perhaps especially - vocal 

music. The complex nature of ornamentation with regard to the French 

Baroque has been widely recognized. Many argue that the use of 

agrements makes the music easier to perform (in vocal music, agrements 

clarify and support the natural prosody of the French language [or of the 

French Latin]). Noted conductor William Christie says that this linguistic 

approach to French Baroque music has to do with "syllabic quantity, which 

essentially is a way of giving stress to certain syllables and not to others."^ 

Benigne de Bacilly, in his Remarques curieuses surl'art de bien chanter, 

said, "Without any doubt a piece of music can be beautiful, but at the same 

time unpleasant. This is usually the result of the omission of the necessary 

ornaments."® Christie, speaking further about the connection between the 

French language, French Baroque music, and agrements, says: 

. . .  L i n g u i s t i c  p a t t e r n s  t h a t  s t r e s s  s p e c i f i c  s y l l a b l e s  c a n  c o n f l i c t  w i t h  
musical patterns that stress specific notes. You can have a conflict 

^ Bernard D. Sherman, Inside Early Music: Conversations with Performers (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1997), 258-59. 
® Benigne de Bacilly, Remarques curieuses sur I'art de bien chanter (Paris, 1668),135. 
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sometimes between the text and a musical line, where the musical 
value of the note is not the real value of the syllable upon which it's 
placed ... [and] the trill, port de voix, coule, and other ornaments .. 
. in France become essentially ways of lengthening syllables to 
resolve such conflicts/ 

The text of In convertendo is not in French, but in Latin, but modem 

performances of this motet will be greatly enhanced by the use of the 

appropriate historical French Latin pronunciation (a full discussion of this 

issue may be found in Chapter VIII). Because {in France) so many traits of 

the French language were incorporated into Latin pronunciation, Rameau 

and other French Baroque composers used agrements to reconcile the 

seemingly misplaced textual accents - mentioned above in Christie's 

quotes - with the metrical structure of the music. 

Rhythmic Treatment of Agrements 

A remaining and important question concerns the rhythmic treatment 

of agrements; it is clearly an indispensable aspect of their performance and 

is important in conveying the proper sense of graceful style associated with 

this music. It has already been noted that the ornament tables compiled by 

French Baroque composers were sometimes nonspecific in their rhythms. 

^ Sherman, 259 
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This particular method of indicating patterns without dictating particular 

rhythmic proportions - while maddening to the anxious performer -

provides the necessary freedom to adapt various ornaments to the 

surroundings of a specific passage of music. Powell wrote about this issue: 

As troublesome and difficult as ... [these ornaments] may be for the 
modem interpreter, he would probably be in an even worse position 
in regard to a true understanding of the ornaments had the formulas 
always been realized in written-out form. Not only ... would the 
basic contours of the melody and the harmonic structure be unduly 
obscured to the eye, but the rhythmic notation would often appear 
either unduly precise ... or rhythmically too undifferentiated. It was 
actually more effective to employ signs ..., relying on written 
directions, oral tradition, and the musical good sense of the 
performer to effect a suitable rhythmic interpretation.^ 

Refeiring specifically to the rhythmic treatment of agrements, 

Powell delineates two general summary statements: 

There is a strong tendency toward irrationality in the rhythmic 
values of the notes involved in the agrements, thus producing the 
effect of rhythmic freedom, but still within a normally strict metric 
framework ... subject to a high degree of fluctuation or variability 
according to the context, the exact period of the composer involved, 
and the expressive intention of the composer and performer. Some 
features of the rhythmic performance of the agreements have the 
effect of creating an anticipation or delay in the rhj^thm ' 

® Newman Wilson Powell, "Rhythmic Freedom in the Performance of French Music from 
1650 to 1735" (Ph. D. diss., Stanford University, 1958), 285-86. 
'Ibid., 331. 
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The Agrements 

Portde voix and Coule: The port de voix and the coule (see 

Figure 4.3), both forms of the appogiatura (from the Italian appoggiare, to 

lean) are germane to the performance of Rameau's vocal music, due to their 

expressive functions. 

A port de voix may be defined as a short, dissonant, stressed note 

that ascends to the main note (a consonance); this short, dissonant, stressed 

note is usually a repetition of the note preceding the main note (not 

counting the extra, ornamental note), and typically occurs when leaving an 

unstressed syllable to go to a stressed syllable in a rising line. The port de 

voix pervades French Baroque vocal music, including In convertendo. The 

dissonant note usually occurs "on the beat," and shortens the note of 

resolution. However, it may precede the beat if the shape of the line, the 

placement of the ornamented note with regard to a cadence, or other 

musical factors justify it. 

The length of the dissonant note in a port de voix is variable. 

Francois Couperin, in the preface to his L'art de toucher le clavecin (1716), 

says, "Le port-de-voix etant compose de deux notes de valeur, et d'une 

petite note-perdue!" ("The appoggiatura is made of two notes of [temporal] 
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value, and a little lost note.")'" Margery Halford, a contemporary editor of 

Couperin's music, speculates the "little lost note" may "refer to the fact 

that, since all the time value in the measure is already accounted for, the 

little note appears to have strayed into the measure as if lost."" She also 

observes: 

One of the problems... concerns the length of the appoggiatura 
[which often takes half the value of the main note] It was also 
the custom to give the appoggiatura two-thirds of a main note having 
a dot beside it, but it is inherent in the nature of the ornament that it 
have some flexibility.'" 

As stated above, the coule is closely related to the port de voix, being 

its descending form. It therefore shares the port de voix's characteristics. 

Many scholars refer to the port de voix and coule, respectively, as lower 

and upper appoggiaturas. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show examples of port de 

voix and coule, respectively. 

Margery Halford, in the Foreward to Couperin's L 'art de toucher le clavecin (Sherman 
Oaks, CA: Alfred Publishing Company, Inc., 1974), 37. 
" Ibid. 
'-Ibid., 16. 
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Figure 4.2 

can - ti • CO. 

Tremblements: Tremblements are commonly called trills 

(another French word often encountered is cadence). A plain trill begins on 

the upper neighbor and consists of any number of unmeasured oscillations 

between the neighbor note and the main note. A port de voix or coule may 

precede a trill, or a trill may have a prefix consisting of both neighbor notes 

(upper and lower) in some alternation with the main note. A trill may end 

with a pince (mordent), but this is not obligatory. Obviously, the speed of 

any preceding ornament will affect the speed of a trill's oscillations. Also, 

while a trill usually begins on the beat, if the trill is preceded by a port de 
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voix or other ornament that falls before the beat and continues into it, the 

trill will begin after the beat.'^ 

The term cadence (with French pronunciation) refers specifically to 

the trill applied to the penultimate note of a melodic cadence. Other 

frequently encountered terminology associated with various components of 

the trill includes; appuy, the upper auxiliary note preparation; battements, 

or the oscillations; and point d'arret, the termination to the main note. 

Numerous forms of the trill exist in the literature and various Explications. 

One should consider which variant of the trill will most highly complement the 

music when making a choice. As examples, Halford describes several kinds of 

trills: detached trills, two kinds of ded trills ("dwelt upon" and "not dwelt upon"), 

open and closed trills, and continued trills.'^ Figure 4.4 summarizes her 

descriptions. 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Methode Claire, cenaine et facile (1683), p. 55. Referenced in 
Powell, 315. 
'^Halford, 16-17. 
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Figure 4.4 

Detached trill 

Comments and Illustrations 

Not slurred from the preceding note or to 
the following note 

Tied trill which is dwelt 
upon (Appuye) 

Begun by an upper auxiliary; trill is longer 
than the tied-over note 

Tied trill which is not dwelt 
upon 

Begun by upper auxiliary; trill is same 
length as tied-over note 

The trill is followed by a two-16 note 
"termination"; after the termination, the 
open trill resolves by an ascending second 

Open trill 

P 
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Closed trill T 
"t 
0] 

le trill is followed by a two-16'" note 
ermination"; after the termination, the 
jen trill resolves by an descending second 

Closed trill T 
"t 
0] 

EF±= 

f' IX 

Closed trill T 
"t 
0] 

1 1 P LL! .R! J-&P—— 
Continued trill Adjusted to suit its context, with le bon 

gout, the performer decides how to fit the 
trill into the surrounding musical context 

Figure 4.5 shows an example of trills from In convertendo. 

Figure 4^ 

Pinces: The pince, an accented rhythmic ornament similar to 

the German mordent (from mordere, to bite), is performed quickly and on 

the beat. "Quickly," however, does not mean "as fast as possible." This 

may occasionally be appropriate, but performers must bear in mind that the 

speed should vary with the Affekt. 
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Newman Powell, in his dissertation Rhythmic Freedom in the 

Performance of French Music from 1650 to 1735, says, "[The] variability 

[of speed] may be applied by the performer both in order to suit the 

prevailing affect and in order to furnish variety within a single piece or 

passage.'^ Certainly, the articulatory quality of an instrument will affect the 

speed of a pince (it would, for example, need to be faster on a plucked 

instrument then in a voice). The pince can also function as the conclusion 

of a trill. Figure 4.6 shows a pince. 

Figure 4.6 

i 

Grace Notes: In convertendo displays Rameau's use of small notes 

(or grace notes) as ornamental figures. One must interpret each of these 

notes individually, as each small note can mean something different. For 

example, a grace note can indicate a port de voix or coule\ it can also 

prescribe how to begin a trill or other ornament, or it can belong to a 

Powell, 320. 

• •• • •••—could delete, you have 

enough examples 
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category of ornaments Mary Cyr calls "fillers". Figure 4.7 shows a grace 

note. 

Figure 4.7 

Fillers: Fillers "consist of one or more notes that often fall 

between beats and are unaccented."'^ Much of Cyr's discussion of fillers 

concerns keyboard music, but this kind of ornament is important in In 

convertendo (usually as a tierce coule, or passing third - an unaccented 

passing tone connecting two notes a third apart). The filler may also take 

the form of a tirade (group of notes), or it may be an anticipation played 

before a main note. Such anticipations may be on the beat or may precede 

it. Figure 4.8 shows examples of tierces coules from In convertendo. 

'®Cyr, 136. 
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Figure 4.8 

Lau - da te De no men can cum 

Flattement and Enfle: Other agrements important in Rameau's 

In convertendo include Hat flattement and the enfle. Flattement is vibrato, 

useful as an ornament for drama and intensification of the musical line. 

Enfle is a slight decay of sound, or messa di voce. Cyr says these 

ornaments are "for special effect [and] may be either expressive or 

primarily rhythmic in nature."" 

The messa di voce is discussed under "Dynamics" in Chapter V. Of 

vibrato, Donington declares: 

Vibrato as an ornament... should be massive enough to draw 
attention to itself, but only occurs on certain notes selected for 
reasons of expression. Vibrato as tone-colouring should be light 
enough not to draw attention to itself, but may occur freely. It is not 
authentic to exclude vibrato from Baroque music. It is not 
appropriate to introduce it continuously. Excepting as an omament, 
baroque vibrato differs from romantic vibrato in being less intense, 
less sustained, less insistent in every way, but certainly not in being 
altogether absent'^ 

'•'Cyr, 136. 
Robert Donington, Baroque Music, Style and Performatice: A Handbook (New York: 

W. W. Norton & Company, 1982), 36. 
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Figure 4.9 shows a passage from In convertendo where enfle is useful. The 

longer, sustained note values - surrounded by other notes that are not short 

- and the expressive text make this a very effective place to use an enfle. 

Figure 4.9 

[TIP 

Tunc 

Agrements in the Music of Rameau 

In the extant autograph manuscript of In convertendo, Rameau 
utilized 

three different agrement symbols: the most common is the +; used in many 

different musical contexts, it can signify almost any kind of ornament. He 

also occasionally used • , most commonly in ascending lines; finally he 

used the small, or grace notes. 

Wayne Zarr offers three conclusions about ornamentation in In 

convertendo: 

1. Ornaments are not to be introduced where they are not 
called for by a sign or by small notes. 

2. Ornaments were probably stylized to fit each distinct (and 
recurring) rhythmic and melodic pattern. 
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3. Vocal and instrumental ornaments were probably identical 
in form; positively so when they occur simultaneously.'' 

Based on this author's research, it would appear that Zarr's conclusions are 

valid. While number one seems "off-putting" at first, considering the 

improvisational nature of ornamentation in this period (Thurston Dart, for 

example, describing ornament signs in music of the French Baroque, says, 

"These ... are commonly indicated by a single sign (+), or even omitted 

altogether")"'', a careful consideration of facts helps understand Zarr's 

conclusion. First, the sheer number of ornament signs included by Rameau 

tends to be overwhelming. It is difficult to believe he even intended every 

indicated ornament to be performed in a single performance; he left very 

few places where an ornament is conceivable unmarked for one. Given his 

penchant for marking scores carefully, it seems reasonable to speculate that 

the improvisatory freedom Rameau gave the performers was to decide 

which ornaments to omit. 

^'Zarr, 142. 
Thurston Dart, The Interpretation of Early Music (New York: Harper & Row, 1954), 

85. 
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Resources for Further Study 

This chapter contains a brief synopsis of an extremely complex and 

convoluted subject. The author has attempted to relay information about 

agrements specific to In convertendo For more depth in the history and 

treatment of the French agrements, please refer to Mary Cyr's book and to 

the Powell dissertation. 
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CHAPTER V 

METER INDICATIONS, TEMPI, AND DYNAMICS 

Meter and Tempo 

Meter is so powerful in music that it suffices to excite in us all the 
different passions Without meter, all our expressions would 
become languid and unavailing. We may say that meter comes 
naturally to everyone: it forces us, as if against our will, to follow its 
movement, and we cannot be insensitive to it under normal 
circumstances. (Rameau f 

Rameau subsequently states in his Treatise that meter consists only 

of the numbers 2,3, and 4, and observes that those numbers also produce 

the octave when divided arithmetically and harmonically. He claims meter 

may be reduced to two beats, explaining that two beats essentially set a 

tempo (the author's terminology, not Rameau's). He speaks of the 

potential difficulty of discerning a meter just firom observing the notes on a 

page and advocates the use of "the numbers 2, 3, and 4 to distinguish all the 

' Jean-Philippe Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, trans. Philip Gossett (New York: Dover 
Publications, Inc., 1971), 164. 
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different meters in use."* This numeral placed at the beginning of the piece 

of music indicates the number of beats in each measure.^ 

Rameau believed various meters were connected with particular 

tempi, relating the speed of the beat to the note values written and the 

number of beats per measure. Rameau codified tempo indications and 

associated them with note values. Rameau distinguishes meters as follows 

in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1 

Whole Adagio or Largo Slowest meter of all 
Half Andante or Grazioso A little less slow; used for 

tender and gracefial songs 
Quarter Vivace or Allegro Quick and gay 
Eighth Presto Quickest meter 
Sixteenth Prestissimo Very rapid movement, used 

only in triple meter 

Rameau says, "Since ... [speed] can be indicated by the value of the notes 

contained in each beat, one need only add more expressive terms, such as 

tenderly, gracefully, detached, slurred, tied, to those movements to which 

these expressions are suited It would be useless to add the words slow, 

' Rameau, Treatise, 165-66. 
'Ibid., 167. 
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fast, etc., since these are already indicated by the natural slowness or 

quickness of the notes 

Since the numeral at the beginning indicates the number of beats in a 

measure, Rameau says that to clarify the note value to receive one beat, 

"the author [composer] may indicate this ... by placing the appropriate 

note immediately before the clef... [thus sparing] the performer the 

trouble of calculating the quantity of notes which each beat contains 

This note can furthermore be placed in the line of the key in which the 

piece is composed 

In the manuscript of In convertendo, Rameau uses the numerals 2, 3, 

and 4 to indicate meter; he does not, however, precede the clefs of the 

various movements with a note to indicate the kind of note to receive the 

beat, or to indicate key (he uses key signatures instead). Therefore, the 

performer must deduce the kind of note to receive the beat, and ultimately 

the tempo. 

In the first movement, the haute-contre recit "In convertendo," the 

meter shifts often. The movement commences with a meter designation of 

Rameau, Treatise, 166-67. 
^ Rameau, Treatise, 167. 
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"2." Mathematical deduction quickly demonstrates that the half note is 

Rameau's beat note. This, according to Rameau's directions (summarized 

in Figure 7.1), equates to the Italian tempo marking of '''Andante or 

Grazioso," essentially his second slowest tempo. He adds the marking 

"gravemenf" ("gravely, seriously") as his expressive direction, supporting a 

slow tempo and reasonably leading a performer to the reasonable 

conclusion that the music should go slower than andante. Soon the meter 

shifts to "3," then alternates between "2" and "3"; no expression or 

character mark ever replaces the "gravement" direction. The practical 

problem is that to twenty-first century performers, meters such as 2/2 and 

3/2 can pose difficulties in counting when the tempo is slow. In reality, this 

movement can work quite well if we conceive the quarter note as receiving 

the beat, and the meter as shifting between 6/4 and 4/4.^ 

All of this seems simple and obvious, but it must be remembered 

that the original version of In convertendo (ca. 1713-15) antedates 

Rameau's Traite (1722) by about nine years, and the motet's revision 

(1751) follows the Traite by twenty-nine years. It is unreasonable to 

® This author conducted the movement in this manner in concert, achieving excellent 
results. 
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assume, therefore, that Rameau's statements in his Traite are to be 

unquestioned with regard to this motet. For example, the second movement 

begins with a meter marking of "2" and an expression marking of 

"gayement" ("merrily, cheerfully")- If the performers take Rameau's 

previous explanations literally (Figure 7.1), and take an andante tempo, this 

music will not sound merry or cheerful and could sound somber. In this 

instance, a more modem interpretation of 2/2 (most modem performers 

think of it as a faster tempo) will work well. 

In three movements of In convertendo, Rameau used a meter 

marking not discussed in his Traite: C. Each time C appears, it is 

accompanied by an expressive direction. Each varies widely in its 

implication: Lent (slow) in movement 4; Anime (animated) in movement 6; 

and Sans lenteur (without slowness) in movement 7. Mathematical 

deduction supports C as meaning (4/4), however - except in Movement 7 -

the expression markings accompanying C do not lend support to the table 

of instruction. is reasonaWe to ̂ sume Aat ;^^^ 

convertendo - almost thirty years after the publication of his Traite - some 

of his ideas had evolved. He may or may not have revised all of the aspects 

of the manuscript, because he was preparing the performance himself. He 

"Anime doesn't mean 

allegro?? 
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probably remembered what his old symbols signified, and what he wrote in 

his Traite, but it is interesting to speculate that he may or may not have 

cared. 

Throughout the motet In convertendo, therefore, a balance of 

j considering Rameau's directions, the mood of the music, and modem 

1 

implications of tempi will enable performers to interpret meter markings 

correctly and find practical and expressive tempi. Some suggestions are 

given in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2 

••••• ilTRTRn' 
l.In 
convertendo 

2 and 3 
Gravement 

2: '=40 3:» 

=40 

4/4 and 6/4, keeping the 
quarter note constant. 
Slow and expressive. 

2. Tunc 
repletum 

2 (one bar of 3 at 
m. 101) 
Gayement 

o
 

00 II •
 

2/2, count half notes, 
with the possibility of 
tempo modification 92-
103 for expressive 
purposes (as this section 
is slower, count as 4/4, 
and count the ? bar as 
6/4). 

^Zarr, 149. 
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3. Magniflcavit 
Dominus 

2 
Majesteux et lent 

2: •=58 4/4, count quarters. 
Slow. 

Tres gai 
2 
Lent 
3 
Lent 
3 
gai 

3: •= 126 
3/4, count quarters. 
Moderate. 
AIA, count quarters. 
Slow. 

6/4, count quarters. 
Slow. 

3/4, count quarters. 
Moderate. 

4. Converte, 
Domine 

C 
Lent 
2 
Vivement 

C: •^SS 

2: ^=88 

4/4. Slow and 
expressive. 

2/2, count half notes. 
Fast and lively. 

5. Laudemus 
nomen Dei 

3 
Gai 

3: -=120 3/4, count quarters. 
Lively and graceful. 

6. Qui 
seminant 

C 
Anime 

C; *=100 4/4. Not too fast, but 
animated. 

7. Euntes ibant C 
Sans lenteur 

C: *=92 4/4. Fast. 

Dynamics 

Dynamic indications are sparse in most Baroque music, compared to 

music of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Some composers 

(especially in the early Baroque) used almost no markings, while others 

used more. Donington remarks that.. by far the chief reliance was 

placed, as so often, on the performer's intelligence and feeling."® For In 

' Robert Donington, A Performer's Guide to Baroque Music (London: Faber, 1973), 31. 
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convertendo, Rameau made sparse use of dynamic markings but did not 

hesitate to include markings to clarify his intent. 

The keyboard instruments of his day (especially the organ and the 

harpsichord) heavily influenced Baroque music. Players of these 

instruments changed dynamics by changing registrations, either by using 

hand-stops or by changing manuals. These idiosyncrasies contributed to 

the widespread use of terrace 

dynamics and echo effects in Baroque music. Other instruments (including 

the voice) had no such limitations on their dynamic possibilities; it would 

be naive to assume that crescendi and diminuendi did not exist within the 

texture of a terrace dynamic or echo. 

A well-known performance convention of the Baroque era was the 

messa di voce, or as some (e.g., Donington) call it, the "hump." Messa di 

voce means literally the "placing of the voice," and refers to an effect 

executed on a single note: the note begins piano, increases gradually to 

forte, and decreases gradually to piano. The crescendo/diminuendo is 

gradual, as stated, but occurs within the time specified by the note; in and 

of itself, messa di voce implies no rhythmic liberty. Messa di voce was 

documented as a favored technique of bel canto singing as early as 1602 
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(Caccini). Donington believes Caccini learned it from his teacher delle 

Palle, which would imply it has a much earlier origin.® (Messa di voce is 

still an accepted, important part of bel canto singing in the twenty-first 

century.) The convention was widely imitated by instrumentalists of the 

Baroque (especially strings and winds), and was still widely practiced at the 

end of the period, as documented by C. P. E. Bach: .. when a solo part 

has a long sustained note which by the conventions of good performance 

should begin pianissimo, increase by degrees to z fortissimo, and return in 

the same way to a pianissimo, the accompanist must follow with great 

exactitude."'® The convention of messa di voce was not limited to long 

notes, however. Shorter notes may feature what Donington calls "brief 

dynamic lozenges," resulting almost in an expressive sforzando. Messa di 

voce is as valuable an expressive tool in Rameau's music as in other 

Baroque pieces. In convertendo offers many opportunities for applying this 

convention. One of the most obvious is from the second movement, "Tunc 

repletum," shown in Figiire 5.3. After the trill on the "-ca-" syllable of 

' Donington, Performance Guide, 33. 
C. P. E. Bach, Versuch.. . ,  H I ,  1 3 .  Q u o t e d  i n  D o n i n g t o n ,  Baroque Music, 34. A 

modem musician must realize that Bach's statement speaks of extreme dynamic changes 
(he was a Sturm und Drang composer) that are usually inappropriate in the French 
Baroque, and arguably so in other eras. 
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"Magnificavit," a short messa di voce allied to the note over the syllable 

"Do-" would support the natural textual accentuation. 

Figure 53 
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In In convertendo, Rameau seemed to rely much on his orchestration 

to produce the desired dynamic effects (this was quite common during this 

time). During the first movement, for example, the instrumentation is thin: 

flutes, violins 1 and 2, continuo, and a solo singer. Regardless of crescendi 

and dimuendi employed by the performers, the dynamics of this movement 

will never approach those of the second movement, with its full 

orchestration and SATBB choir. Throughout the motet, Rameau employs 

the markings a demi jeu (lit. "half play"), and tous (lit. "all"), 

corresponding more or less to the more familiar markings, senza ripieno 

and con ripieno. Obviously, sections employing fewer instruments have 

less potential for a forte dynamic than those using more instruments; 

conversely, they can achieve a softer dynamic than a section with more 

instruments. In addition, Rameau uses the words/or? ("strong") and doux 
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("sweet" or "soft"). While Rameau does at times use these words 

independently, they usually appear where an echo effect is desired. 

Movement 4, "Converte, Domine," shows several examples of such usage. 

Donington, writing in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians, says, "Level planes of volume are quite often implied by 

passages of Baroque music, but these should always be relieved by slight 

dynamic inflections "" This statement almost certainly is applicable to 

the French Baroque grand motet, and to Rameau's In convertendo, with 

their emphasis on grace, textual expression, and le bon gout. When 

performing In convertendo, it is important to heed all of Rameau's dynamic 

markings.'" It is likewise important to use good sense and knowledge of 

French Baroque performance practice to make dynamic decisions about 

places where Rameau indicates none, always using the prevailing texture 

and orchestration as a guide. Finally, one should heed Donington's words, 

quoted above. It is defensible in certain circumstances to maintain a static 

dynamic throughout a passage, but it is more likely to be pleasant, and 

'' The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, s.v. "Dynamics." 
The performer is obligated in this regard, however, to assure that the directions are 

Rameau's. For example, in the Ouevres Complete, edited by Saint-Saens, many 
markings (from p and f to "sempre senza ripieni") are found that have no foundation in 
Rameau's manuscript 
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compliant with the spirit of the Baroque, to look to such conventions as 

messa di voce to discover ways to vary dynamics expressively within a 

given passage of music. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONVENTIONS OF RHYTHMIC ALTERATION 

Among the more complex performance practice problems 

encountered in French Baroque music are the ones associated with 

rhythmic alteration, specifically notes inegales (unequal notes), 

overdotting, tempo fluctuation, free rhythm, and the use of agrements 

(ornaments) in association with these rhythmic alterations. This chapter 

will focus on the kinds of rhythmic alterations most likely to affect 

performances of In convertendo (specifically notes inegales, overdotting. 

and tempo fluctuation). (The issue of rhythmic alteration in connection 

with the employment of agrements was discussed in chapter IV.) 

Notes Inegales 

The convention of notes inegales involves altering, in performance, 

notes that are written as even values. The alteration usually changes evenly 

notated pairs of notes to long-short (trochaic rhythm), but occasionally the 

alteration is to short-long (Lombard rhythm). Figure 6.1 delineates the 

differences between the two styles. 
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Figure 6.1 

nnnni 
Equals 

Trochaic or Lombard 

The alteration usually applies to sequences of note pairs, or to paris 

preceded by an anacrucis, and not to a pair in isolation. Notes inegales is 

extremely well documented (it is discussed and described by more than 

eighty-five treatises from 1550 to ca. 1810, with most of the detailed ones 

dating 1690-1780); many of the primary sources are readily available in 

facsimiles and accurate translations. 

The reader is forewarned to check the date of any modem discussion 

of inegalite. In the 1960s, musicologist Frederick Neumann unleashed a 

widespread (and interesting) debate about the use and even existence of 

notes inegales. However, in his 1993 book Performance Practices of the 

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Schirmer Books), he ultimately 
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accepted the practice. At this time, no serious scholar questions the reality 

of the convention. 

The following words of Loys Bourgeois, published in Geneva in 

1550, may have been the first writing about the French stylistic practice of 

inegalite, or rhythmic inequality: 

The manner of singing well the semiminims ... is to sing them two 
by two, dwelling some little bit of time longer on the first, then on 
the second - as though the first had a dot and the second were a fusa. 
The reason is that the first is a consonance, and the second more 
often a dissonance It is also because they have more grace when 
sung in this way ' 

No other French writings regarding the practice appear for more than one 

hundred years. However, Italian and Spanish treatises from the intervening 

century describe the use of rhythmic liberties in performance. In 1565, for 

example, Tomas de Santa Maria outlined three kinds of inequality that were 

acceptable when playing "in good taste"; 

long—short, or trochaic rhythm, for contrapuntal pieces and in short 
and long diminutions; 
short—long, or Lombardic rhythm, for short diminutions; 
and for groups of four notes, by hurrying through the first three and 
lingering on the fourth." 

' Loys Bourgeois, quoted in Stephen E. Hefling, Rhythmic Alteration in Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Century Music: Notes Inegales and Overdotting (New York: Schirmer 
Books, 1993), 3. 
" Tomas de Santa Maria, Ubro llamade arte de toner fantasia (Valladolid, 1565), 45v-
46v. Quoted in Hefling, 4. 
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In the second half of the seventeenth century discussions of 

inequality in Italian and Spanish sources virtually disappeared; at the same 

time we see the birth of such writing in France. In 1665, Guillaume-

Gabriel Nivers wrote about: 

[A] special sort of movement... which is to make as though half-
dots after the 1", 3"*, 5"', and eighth notes (assuming that there are 
eight of them)... to augment ever so slightly the aforementioned 
eighths, and to diminish ever so slightly in proportion those that 
follow.^ 

A few years later, in 1668, Benigne de Bacilly published his famous 

work, Remarques curieuses surl'art de bien chanter. In it, he discussed 

irregular "dotted-like" rhythms that are never notated. He advocated subtle 

rhythmic liberties instead of more extreme ones: .. given two notes of 

equal length, one of them is interpreted as being dotted while the other is 

not... [but] this interpretation is never indicated... [because if it were] 

the probable result would be that the singer would perform them in the 

jerky or jumping style 

The practice of inegalite persisted throughout the Baroque era in 

France. Michel de Saint-Lambert wrote in 1702 that inegalite was 

^ Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers, Uvre d'orgue contenant cent pieces (Paris, 1665). Quoted 
in Hefling, 5. 
"Bacilly. 232. 
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necessary "because the inequality gives them [the notes to which inegalite 

is applied] more grace ... [and that] taste judges of this as it does of 

tempo."^ Frangois Couperin further remarked, "We write otherwise than 

we perform ... [but] the Italians on the contrary write their music in the 

true values which they have conceived for it."^ 

French writings about inequality differ from other contemporaneous 

writings because of their emphasis on metrical relationships (i.e., the 

relationship between the meter and the notes that qualify for inegalite). 

Essentially, the rules may be summarized in an elementary fashion as 

shown in Figure 6.2. 

^ Michel de Saint-Lambert, Les Principes du clavecin (Paris, 1702), 25. 
® Frangois Couperin, L'art de toucher le clavecin (Paris, 1716), 38. 
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Figure 6.2 

C or 4/4 
• 

2 or 2/2 • 

3 or 3/4 • 

3/2 • 

3/8 6/8 
9/8 12/8 

• 

More than thirty sources describe the usual practice as rendering the 

notes as trocahaic, or long-shortJ Two sources, however (Frangois 

Couperin and Etienne Loulie), speak of the Lombardic short-long 

inequality in such a way that some twentieth-century scholars believed it 

had equity with the trochaic. The choice of style was the perfonner's 

decision.^ However, Neumann deduces that Loulie's discussion involves 

cases in which explicit notations call for the Lombardic rhythm; hence, if 

^ Hefling, 13. 
^ Frederick Neumann, "The French Inegales, Quantz, and Bach," in Essays in 
Performance Practice (Ann Aibor. UMI Research Press, 1982), 23-28. 
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special notations are required, the Lombardic rhythm would not be the 

norm. The confusion with Couperin stems from the ornament 

table in the front of L'art de toucher ie clavegin (1716). Neumann 

concludes that Couperin's illustrations were essentially taken out of context 

by several followers. Most believe, at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, that trochaic rhythm was the standard for inegalite during the 

French Baroque. 

An interesting aspect of inegalite concerns the degree of inequality 

that is appropriate. Loulie used specific terms to describe different degrees 

of inequality; picquer or pointer described strong inequality, while lourer 

described mild inequality. Loulie, however, qualifies the use of the strong 

equality by impl3ang that a dot or some other special notational device 

should be present.® Other writers of the era encourage mild inequality (e.g., 

Nivers, "to augment ever so slightly"; and Bacilly, "dotted with such 

restraint that it is not obvious"). All of this is convincing evidence that 

mild inequality should be the standard in modem attempts at performing 

this music authentically. 

^ Elements ou principes de musique (Pznsi 1696). Quoted in Hefling, 
16. 
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All of this begs the question: if inegalite is the normal practice in 

certain musical situations, how does one know when not to use it? Hefling 

says, "Not later than the turn of the eighteenth century, notes inegales had 

become so common in French performance style that a composer needed to 

provide special instructions if the custom were not to apply Pierre 

Duval, writing in 1775, noted, "the only exception to this rule [of 

inequality] is when one is forewarned either by dots or little perpendicular 

lines."'' Although written directions were not commonly present in French 

music of the period, rubrics, such as tempo eguale, note eguale, 

egualmente, notes egales, and coups egaux occasionally appear. Baroque 

scholar Mary Cyr denotes three general circumstances in which she feels 

the use of inequality may not be appropriate: (1) any notational indication 

by the composer, such as words (e.g., notes egales or marque) or the use of 

dots above notes; (2) notes that do not fall easily into groups of two; and (3) 

in a quick tempo.'" (Staccato dots did not necessarily mean the note should 

be played short, but told the performer to employ egalite. The appearance 

'"Hefling, 21. 
'' Pierre Duval, Methode agreeable et utile pour apprendre facilement a chanter juste, 
avec gout et precision (1775: Paris. Facs. ed., Geneva: Minkoff Reprints, 1971), 9. 
Quoted in Hefling, 21. 

Mary Cyr, Performing Baroque Music (Portland, Oregon: Aniadeus Press, 1992), 117-
18. 
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of a modem slur marking can have the same effect).'^ Robert Donington 

says inequality is inappropriate "if staccato signs (dashes, wedges, dots, 

etc.) appear above or below the notes, or verbal instructions appear to that 

effect " He goes on to state that inequality is perhaps undesirable "if 

the character of the music is neither lilting ... nor vigorous ... but of a 

somewhat restrained and four-square disposition."''^ 

While inequality usually is understood as applying to notes written 

with equal values, some composers actually wrote the unequal rhythms 

with dots as a general practice (e.g., Henry Purcell) or sometimes as a 

precautionary measure (e.g., Frangois Couperin). In such cases, the 

performer's task is more complicated: to discern whether the written dotted 

rhythms should be softened, exaggerated, or taken literally. 

Clear evidence exists that the convention of inegalite was applied to 

Rameau's music and should therefore be considered when performing In 

convertendo. In his Pieces de Clavecin (1724), for example, the 

An interesting piece to consider with regard to inegalite is Handel's Messiah. The 
oratorio certainly has French stylistic considerations. The overture, for example, is in 
French overture style. Numerous choruses and arias offer possibilities of inegalite. A 
fascinating performance of "And the Glory of the Lord" can be accomplished if one 
regards Handel's "slur markings" therein as contra-indications of inegalite, and performs 
the "unslurred" eighth notes in an unequal rhythm. 

Robert Donington, Baroque Music: Style and Performance (London: Faber Music, 
1982), 45-46. 
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performance rubric ""notes egales" appears at the beginning of "Le Niais de 

Sologne." Clearly, if Rameau felt it necessary to instruct the performer not 

to use inegalite for this particular music, he assumed it would be the usual 

practice without such a counter-instruction. 

Two passages from In convertendo provide interesting examples of a 

practical approach to the problem. The author asked the choir to make the 

notes in Figure 6.3 unequal in performance. (The passage continues for 

several bars; the instrumental parts in this passage are simple and sparse, 

similar in character to the choral parts.) While the eighth notes in this 

passage are not generally linear, the character of the music at this place 

justifies the inegalite. 
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Figure 63 
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Figure 6.4 shows a short exceipt of countersubject material from the 

second movement. The running eighth notes (those shown are from the 

alto part; all parts are similar at this point) would seem to be textbook 

examples of notes qualifying for inegalite. However, the section is highly 

contrapuntal (part of a fugue exposition) and the tempo is lively. The 

employment of notes inegale here would blur the texture and sound 

limpingly ridiculous at the tempo of the music. 
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Figure 6.4 
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Overdotting 

Overdotting, another well-documented performance convention, is 

the lengthening of a dotted note beyond its expected (and notated) value. 

Resultantly, the note (or notes) following the dotted note is shortened. As 

with notes inegales, Neumann, unleashed a controversy about overdotting 

in the 1960s. One can find an enlightening statement about this debate, 

again with evidence of mellowing on Neumann's part, in his book. 

Performance Practices of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth CenturiesP 

Overdotting is a widely established and accepted performance convention. 

Mary Cyr imparts that, "Dotted notes in baroque music were 

lengthened in certain circumstances, and the note following the dot was 

shortened by half its value or more, depending upon the tempo." She goes 

Frederick Neumann, Petformance Practices of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Centuries (New York: Schirmer Books, 1993), 113-119. 
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on to say that overdotting "was applied to pieces whose character was 

noble, stately, slow, marchlike, or vigorous and sharply articulated." Cyr 

makes an important distinction between overdotting and inequality. She 

argues that the specific characters of pieces of music determine the 

convention to be applied. Music that requires overdotting (see the previous 

list) is "fundamentally different in character" from pieces calling for 

inequality ("gentle, flowing, elegant"). 

Robert Donington claims the length of a dot was variable in Baroque 

music. A dot did not necessarily increase the length of the preceding note 

by half; hence, under-dotting, over-dotting, and double-dotting all become 

possible." It was common practice to deviate from the norm; such 

deviation was a performance practice, without notation or rubrics to direct 

the performer. 

At first reading, Hefling seems to contradict Donington: "It is 

perfectly clear that throughout Europe during the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, the dot of addition had the same standard meaning it 

does  today:  one-hal f  the  value  of  the  preceding note  or  res t .This  

Cyr, 119. 
Donington, Baroque Music, 48. 
Hefling, 65. 
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confusion is elucidated by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who in his Dictionnaire 

of 1768, wrote: 

Today the dot, as a rhythmic value, is always worth one half that 
which precedes it But this manner of fixing the value of a dot is 
surely not the best one could imagine, and often causes a good deal 
of useless embarrassment." 

The disagreement is not as irresolvable as it seems. If the value of 

the dot was standardized, as Rousseau and Heffling (and countless other 

writers of the Baroque and modem eras) assert, then the deviation from the 

norm is a performance practice. Donington was perhaps referring to the 

convention itself: for a note to be over- or underdotted, it seems logical 

that some standard would need to exist against which one can measure. 

As was the case with inegalite, if overdotting was such a widely 

accepted practice, the performer would require an indication to know when 

the convention was inappropriate J Donington offers advice in this area^ 

maintaining, "The great majority of baroque dotted notes occur in the 

ordinary course of melody and are of approximately standard length.""" 

(This statement further supports the author's belief that Donington does 

indeed acknowledge the standard length of the dot.) He does list three 

" Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire de musique (Paris, 1768), 330. Trans, in Hefling, 
ix. 
^ Donington, Interpretation, 441. 

• •• • •••Mtlon't know if you need this 

quote. It doesn't have much to do with 

the pnsvious sentence in ray opinion 
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general situations in which overdotting seems appropriate. These are, when 

the dotted notes: 

(i) are persistent enough to dominate the rh3^m; or 
(ii) form a distinct rhythmic figure or formula; or more generally 
(iii) would sound sluggish if taken literally. 

It seems clear that overdotting, while a widely accepted performance 

convention, was used with more restraint - or at least in more specific kinds 

of instances - than was inegalite. Wayne Zarx, referring to Rameau's In 

convertendo, concludes that overdotting would be appropriate in only one 

section: the opening recit. He immediately states, however, "I am not 

convinced that overdotting would not remove a certain solemnity or 

darkness and thus inhibit Rameau's expressive aim.""' This author agrees 

with Zarr that only one section of Rameau's motet calls for overdotting; 

however, this author completely disagrees with the suggestion that the 

section should be the opening recit. Not only would overdotting in the 

opening movement "inhibit Rameau's expressive aim," it would completely 

destroy the musical lines and overall reminiscent Ajfekt of the movement. 

In the opinion of this author, the one section of In convertendo that 

calls for overdotting is the end of the fourth movement, "Converte, 

Zarr, 154. 
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Domine." This dramatic aria for a baritone soloist is written in Rameau's 

operatic style. (Zarr compares it to a section of Hippolyte et Aricie)." The 

end of the aria is an extended coda-like section in two parts: the first sung 

by the baritone, followed by an instrumental conclusion. This passage 

seems to fit all the above "qualifications" for overdotting, and was 

performed thusly in a concert conducted by the author. The result was 

stunning, a fitting conclusion to this dramatic section of the motet. 

Tempo Fluctuation 

The beat - whether in two or three - is changed a number of times to 
make a given piece of music sing, hurrying or retarding the 
downbeat or the upbeat according to the text and words, or to the 
differing passions of the subject. (Caccini)^ 

In its simplest form, tempo fluctuation refers to adjustments in 

tempo that are connected to textual interpretation. These adjustments may 

be, but are not necessarily (or even usually) indicated by any notational 

device. Thus, tempo fluctuation is similar to other rhythmic alterations 

discussed in this chapter, in that it is an unnotated performance convention; 

fZan, 102. 
^ Giacomo Caccini, Nuove Musiche. Quoted in Vielhan, 32. 
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something composers of the era expected and that performers of the era did 

instinctively. As are the other rhythmic alterations, tempo fluctuation is a 

documented phenomenon; it is important to remember, however, that the 

primary source documentation for all of these performance conventions 

come somewhat after the fact. They reflect upon the practices of the time, 

even as some sought to codify and regulate the practices they observed. 

Tempo fluctuation in vocal music existed as early as the fifteenth 

century. Musicologist Curt Sachs wrote that in this early era, the 

appearance of proportional signs in the middle of a composition often 

referred to slight, non-proportional tempo changes vis-a-vis strict, 

proportional changes. Moreover, such fluctuation did not require the signal 

of a proportion or mensuration sign, but relied on meaning or Affekt of a 

particular text. Tempo fluctuation, therefore, becomes a matter of dramatic 

interpretation, an aspect of musical style strongly associated with the 

Baroque era. This was quite common in the Italian madrigal. French 

recitative performance was a topic of discourse among theorists tliroughout 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.^ In 1637, Merseime wrote: 

Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, A Study in Music History (New York: W. W. Norton 
& Company, 1953), 216-17. 
" This was during the era of the French assimilation of Italian stylistic traits. 
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Because of the fact that either binary or ternary measures may 
change several times in the course of singing the same piece of 
music, hastening or retarding the beat according to the words of the 
text or the varying emotional content of the subject matter, it is 
difficult to maintain a complete regulation without using strings of 
different lengths as one varies the tempo."® 

In 1703, Brossard defined recitativo as: 

A way of singing which derives as much from declamation as from 
singing, as if one should speak while singing or sing while speaking; 
hence more attention is given to expressing emotions than following 
a regular measure precisely. This does not prevent this kind of 
singing from being notated in a regular meter, but one is given 
liberty to alter the length of the measure and to make some measures 
longer or shorter than others."^ 

Another entry in Brossard's Dictionnaire sheds further interesting light on 

this issue. In his definition of "pathetico," he writes: 

Patiietic, touching, expressive, empassioned, capable of moving to 
pity, compassion, anger, and all the other emotions which agitate the 
heart of man.... [Useful in this style are] a variety of tempos, 
sometimes lively and sometimes languishing, sometimes slow and 
sometimes fast."® 

Robert Donington, writing in The Interpretation of Early Music, says: 

Italian recitative never made a habit of changing the time-signature 
in order to follow small inflections of poetical rhythm or transient 
emphasis. French recitative always did. But since it was agreed in 
both cases that the singer takes his musical rhythm from the poetical 
rhythm and not from the notated rhythm, we may wonder how much 
practical difference in performance this visible difference in notation 

^ Mersenne, Harmonie universelle. Vol. 2. Quoted in Powell, 212. 
^ Brossard/Gruber, 94. 
^ Ibid., 77. 
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made. . . .  Fol lowing the  verbal  pat tern  in  thei r  nota ted  rhythms was  
certainly a matter over which French composers took much 
trouble."' 

Donington concludes that time signatures have no effect on tempo and beat 

(at least no discemable or negative one), and that a maintained one-to-one 

proportion is appropriate. 

While much of this discussion and the material from the primary 

sources speaks of recitative, the issue affects the grand motet genre. In the 

recits of In convertendo, for example, a musician would be short-sighted to 

ignore the expressive possibilities inherent in the music (within the bounds 

of le bon gout, of course). Noted French Baroque specialist and conductor 

William Christie says: 

You can't sing recitative without an extraordinarily free sense of 
tempo. There is no fixed movement. The first thing I tell singers is 
that they've got to read what's on the page without confusing 
rhythmic precision as written by the composer with rhythmic 
freedom in terms of the overall line. You can't sing drama if 
everything is being beaten in a metronomic way.^° 

Two movements from In convertendo provide textbook examples of 

the need for and use of tempo fluctuation. The first recit, ''In convertendo''' 

is essentially a French version of recitativo accompagnato. |T]ie text h^ 

^ Robert Donington, The Interpretation of Early Music, new rev. ed. (London: Faber, 
1989), 643-44. 
^ Sherman, 269. 
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extremely emotional, leaving room for (and essentially requiring) 

expressivity in the musical interpretation. The meter shifts often between 

duple and triple to accommodate syllabic stress of the text. This evidence, 

combined with an instrumental accompaniment comprised of short phrase 

segments that lend themselves to tempo variation, supports the likelihood 

that Rameau expected the performers to give full expression to the text and 

not simply perform the music with metronomic precision. 

The bass recit (movement four) also calls for text expression at the 

expense of rhythmic regularity and precision. The text, a picturesque verse 

speaking of the rush of waters, requires a different kind of expressivity 

from the opening movement. This heavily sectionalized movement 

changes tempo several times (slow to fast, and vice-versa). As in the first 

recit, Rameau shifts meters at will, probably to accommodate text stress; in 

addition, he marked alternate sections "Lent" and "Vzf' (basically, "slow" 

and "fast"). The shift-point between the tempi is usually executed a 

cappella, enabling the singer to take rhythmic liberties (probably 

rallentandi), highlighting the tempo change and emphasizing the meaning 

of the text, which was probably Rameau's original intent. 

Psalm 125, a psalm of lament, expectedly recalls God's past favors in the first verse. 
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CHAPTER vn 

PITCH AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The instrumentation of the original version of In convertendo is 

unknown. The 1751 revision, however, is scored as follows: two flutes, 

two oboes, bassoon, violins 1 and 2, viola, and basso continuo. The choir is 

SATBB, with some divisi in the sopranos; SAB soloists are required, 

although a high tenor voice may substitute for one or both alto solos. The 

bassoon usually appears on the line with the continuo, but occasionally has 

an independent part. The full orchestration appears in only two 

movements, numbers two and seven, the other movements featuring 

various ensembles drawn from the full orchestra. No specifications exist 

regarding the continuo group. 

The writing for the winds, notably the flutes and oboes, is quite 

elaborate, bordering on the virtuostic. James Anthony observes that such 

writing would have been "unthinkable" in 1713;' while the truth is that we 

do not know what instrumentation Rameau specified in 1713, Anthony's 

observation helps illustrate the advances in instrument building and 

' Anthony, 264. 
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technique during the thirty-eight year span that separated the composition 

and its revision. 

Pitch 

Pitch is a somewhat controversial topic in Baroque music. In our 

time, a' = 440 is the usual standard for musical performance, but such 

assumption is altogether invalid for music of earlier eras. Many 

speculations, based on varying amounts and credibility of evidence, cite 

certain pitches as being appropriate in various styles, countries, and times. 

Anthony Baines, author of Woodwind Instruments and their History, 

examined many surviving instruments from the seventeenth century and 

suggested a standard pitch of about a' = 470 (roughly a half-step above a' = 

440). ~ Likewise, Baines's examination of woodwinds built by the French 

school of Hotteterre led him to propose the standard pitch as about a' = 422 

(roughly a half step below a' = 440).^ Donington asserts that a' = 422 "was, 

indeed, a pitch in use, but only as one among a wide variety of others, and 

we have no grounds for giving it any general preference.'^ in all 

" Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their History (New York: Dover 
Publications Inc., 1991), 242. 
'ibid., 274. 
* Donington, Interpretation, 511. 
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likelihood, however, the Hotteterre instruments would have been used in 

performances of Rameau's In converiendo; it seems reasonable to assume, 

then, that the lower pitch would have been used. 

Instrumentation 

As has been noted, the instrumentation of In convertendo is for 

woodwinds (flute, oboe and bassoon), strings (violins and viola), and 

continuo (bass and keyboard). One of the most significant decisions a 

conductor must make about an impending performance of Rameau's motet 

is whether to use modem or so-called "original" instruments. 

Clearly, if a conductor desires authentic sound, early instruments are 

the only real way to attain it. However, competent players of early 

instruments can be difficult and expensive to hire, especially in non-

metropolitan areas. This author believes modem instraments are perfectly 

acceptable, and competent players can be coached to play in a manner 

appropriate to the French Baroque. Donington's suggestions in The 

Interpretaiiun of Early Music are a virtual roadmap io achieving a 

successful performance of this literature with modem instmments. 
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Sensitivity to the music and to ensemble will enable beautiful and 

stylistically appropriate performances. 
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CHAPTER Vin 

THE USE OF FRENCH LATIN FOR IN CONVERTENDO 

Consideration of the pronunciation of Latin will be regarded, I 
suspect, by most singers as a low priority - a matter of mere surface 
detail, rather than one of musical style - and certainly it would be 
wrong to over-emphasise its importance in isolation. But style is the 
all-but-indefinable product of an interaction of a whole host of 
elements: acoustics, timbre, tuning, pitch, tempo, scoring, balance, 
diction, ornamentation, and so on. The contribution of any one 
factor cannot be properly assessed in vacuo nor its value appreciated 
until it has been tested in context: that is, in performance - in strong 
and committed performance that explores and expands our current 
historical understanding of music. 

In practice, it is all too easy to find reasons not to bother with the 
niceties of different historical pronunciations of Latin It may 
also be argued that in any case too little is known, and that relevant 
information and guidance remain inaccessible to non-specialists 
[However,] in my own experience there have been three principal 
benefits;... firstly, a correctly underlaid text will become easier to 
sing ... [because] the appropriate vowel from the period is likely to 
be technically more helpful to the singer Secondly, the rhythms 
of the music and language are more likely to match Thirdly, 
Latin is rescued fi-om appearing to be a dead language, or the 
exclusive property of the modem Roman Church In short, what 
may appear to be merely a veneer on musical performance can shed 
unexpected light on the nature of the music itself and in particular it 
helps to refine our understanding of the subtle balance of music and 
text that characterizes the best vocal writing of any age. (Andrew 
Parrot)^ 

' Andrew Parrot, Preface to Harold Copeman's Singing in Latin, or Pronunciation 
Explor'd (Oxford: Harold Copeman, 1990), vi-vii. 
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Latin, like English, is a language of many different accents. 

Consider, for example the variants in the English language. People from 

Britain speak differently than people from the southern United States, yet 

the vocabulary germane to the language remains the same. Because Latin 

is a dormant language, it is easy to forget that it, too, was pronounced 

differently in the various regions of the former Roman Empire. As the 

vernaculars became the languages of the common people, the sounds of the 

vernaculars colored the archaic language used only by the church (Latin); 

this symbiotic development resulted in regional variants of Latin 

pronunciation. It is important to realize that the Roman Catholic Church 

did not codify today's "standard liturgical" Latin until early in the twentieth 

century. Before the early 1900s, therefore, the Latin rites of the Church 

were pronounced quite differently from countiy to country. 

JTie Histq]  ̂of Fren A Latin 

Of all the regional variants, French Latin seems to have been 

especially infamous: "The Gallic* pronunciation of Latin was notorious 

• Of or relating to Gaul, or what is modem France. 
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from early times, when the Celtic Gauls came to speak the language of their 

Roman conquerors. It was later affected by the waves of Germanic settlers 

and invaders from the fifth to the tenth centuries."^ From the fifth century, 

northern Germanic settlers occupied northern Gaul, and their language 

merged with that of the local Gallic-Roman 

descendants, eventually affecting the language of the Church. This 

merging of tongues and dialects resulted in a form of Latin strongly 

flavored by Franqien (the language of central France). Other regions of 

France, especially Normandy and Proven§e, developed their own dialectical 

variations, but it was the Germanic-Gallic-Roman Latin tongue that was to 

mature into modem French. 

As French emerged and developed through the centuries, it 

continued to influence the pronunciation of Latin by its native speakers, 

most of whom were connected to the Church.'^ A thorough investigation of 

this matter will uncover various pronunciations in different historical eras. 

Linguistic historians identify one such era connected with a particular 

pronunciation scheme as having been from ca. 1650 until ca. 1920, when 

^ Harold Copeman, "French Latin," in Singing Early Music, ed. Timothy J. McGee, et al. 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 90. 
" The Catholic Church used Latin in its liturgies until the 1960s (after Vatican II). 
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the French finally accepted the standardized pronunciation of Latin decreed 

by Pope Pius X in 1903. It is obvious that Rameau (whose life was within 

this era) would have known the "Latin with a French flair," not modem 

liturgical Latin. Therefore, a performer of Rameau's music would be 

shortsighted to ignore the performance ramifications of historical 

pronunciation instead of the twentieth century version. 

Liturgical Latin versus French Latin 

The currently accepted liturgical Latin pronunciation has much to 

recommend it, largely due to the fact it is a relatively simple system to 

teach and to learn. Only five vowel sounds exist in modem Latin. The 

consonants are simple, most sounding very much as they do in English. 

Virtually no exceptions exist in the rales for liturgical Latin pronunciation.^ 

Once singers and conductors are familiar with the system, it makes for litde 

confusion and efficient use of rehearsal time. 

Standard liturgical pronunciation, in its current form, is basically 

Italianate Latin and hence shares many attributes with the Italian language. 

' For a complete guide to standard lituigical Latin pronunciation, please see: The Rev. 
Michael de Angelis, The Correct Pronunciation of Latin According to Roman Usage 
(Chicago; GIA Publications, 1937). 

• •• • •* •^You ne^ todcHne Open 

vowel from some pedagogy book if you 

say this. I think you could actually delete 

this sentence as you make the case later. 
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Because the vowels tend to be open and the consonants short and precise, 

the pronunciation does not interfere with a vocal line or with the bel canto 

vocal production typically taught in private vocal study. 

These very attributes, however, also yield liabilities. For example, 

open vowels, although they are unobtrusive to vocal technique, tend to be 

colorless and incapable of producing fine shadings of tone for purposes of 

text-painting. Another problem with the standardized liturgical 

pronunciation lies in its universality. The uniform rules allow singers to 

produce homogenous sounds regardless of the composer, nationality, era, or 

style. It seems logical that composers determined the shape of vocal lines 

based on the vowel sounds inherent to his native regional variant of Latin. 

Performing music with a pronunciation far removed from the pronunciation 

understood by the composer would be comparable to ignoring dynamic 

markings in a Beethoven Sonata. This author believes it is impossible to 

create "authentic" performances of early music without making the sound 

of the text of paramount importance. All the period instruments and 
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straight-toned singing in the world will not overcome the egregious 

oversight of correct Latin pronunciation.^ 

Syllabic divisions are another aspect of difference between standard 

liturgical Latin and regional Latin dialects. The French practice of ending 

syllables on vowels whenever possible, directly affected the French 

pronunciation of Latin. Harold Copeman relates that Erasmus perceived 

this in 1528, comparing the French and Dutch pronunciations of the Latin 

word "Christe": the Dutch would have sung "Chris-te" while the French 

would have sung "Chri-ste."' This seemingly minor detail has larger 

implications. For example, final "s" is not dropped in French Latin, but is 

generally pronounced [s]; internal [s] is often dropped. (This is in direct 

opposition to the pronunciation of modem French. Therefore, do not 

accept the postulate [advocated by some] that merely reading Latin using 

the rules of modem French pronunciation produces French Latin.) Using 

an example from In convertendo, the word "nostra," if divided as "nos-tra" 

would be pronounced [nos-tra]. Since the word is divided "no-stra," 

however, the "s" is not pronounced and the pronunciation is [no-tra]. 

® The author wishes to emphasize that he acknowledges vibrato as an integral part of 
normal breath support and correct singing. Many conductors mistakenly ask for "straight 
tone" when what they wish to avoid is excessive tremolo, a vocal fault. 
' Copeman, Singing Early Music, 95. 
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Syllabic stress in French Latin also bears the mark of the French 

language. Syllabic stress in liturgical Latin usually occurs on the 

penultimate syllable of a word, but in French, all syllables receive equal 

stress; a slight stress usually occurs on the final syllable of a word. French 

Latin tends to amalgamate the two practices, often evening the stress over 

the course of an entire word while maintaining a slight, discemable accent 

on the final syllable. The final syllable of a word usually receives stress in 

French Latin, something that almost never happens in liturgical Latin. 

These practices of accentuation have obvious phrasing implications. A 

phrase Rameau heard "just so," performed with a light accent on the final 

syllable of the last word (with le bon gout, of course) sounds quite different 

when sung in modem liturgical Latin, with the accent on the penultimate 

syllable. The result may be beautifiil, but will not be stylistically accurate. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, awareness of different systems of Latin 

pronunciation related to geographic regions and historical periods will 

enhance the stylistic integrity and beauty of music. It stands to reason that 

when he composed vocal music, Rameau made compositional decisions 
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based on the sounds of the Latin he knew and used. If modem performers 

endeavor to reproduce the sounds of French Latin when singing Rameau's 

music, the musical product will be more stylistically appropriate, and 

significantly more beautiful, than if the performers used the modem 

universal pronunciation of Latin that bears little resemblance to the original 

pronunciation. 

The careful choral conductor must therefore consider accurate 

pronunciations when preparing to perform a piece of early music. Of 

course, one must take into account the ability level of the singers and the 

available rehearsal time when deciding whether or not to use historical 

Latin, but if stylistic accuracy is the goal, appropriate historical Latin 

pronunciation is crucial. 

Resources for Further Study 

When teaching French Latin pronunciation for the first time one should not 

underestimate the amount of time necessary for singers to become familiar 

with the new pronunciations and overcome years of exposure to liturgical 

Latin. Several resources exist that enable performers to learn appropriate 

historical pronunciations. Singing Early Music, edited by Timothy McGee 
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and others, covers numerous languages and dialects; it includes a CD 

recording to help performers develop an ear for the correct pronunciations. 

Harold Copeman's Singing in Latin offers a plethora of historical and 

practical information. A most interesting and informative book about 

French Latin is Patricia Ranum's Methode de la Prononciation Latine Dite 

Vulgaire ou a la Frangaise. It is in French, however, and no English 

translation yet exists. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CREATING A MODERN PERFORMANCE EDITION OF IN 
CONVERTENDO 

The author created a modem performance edition of In convertendo 

using Finale 2001 software. Choral scores and instrumental parts were 

extracted firom the full score, printed as individual entities, and used by 

performers in concert. 

In preparing to create the edition, the author constructed a list of 

goals: 

1. The edition should be easy to read. 
2. The edition should not appear cluttered. 
3. The edition should require little specialized knowledge to 

understand. 
4. The edition should provide information to assist performers in 

making proper performance decisions without dictating every 
nuance of interpretation. 

5. The edition should differentiate clearly and unambiguously 
between Rameau's material and editorial additions. 

6. The edition should allow for performer discretion and 
improvisation in the manner appropriate to French Baroque 
music. 

Before note entry began, the author gathered the four sources already 

discussed in Chapter HI: the Rameau autograph manuscript (examined, and 
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retained in photocopy); the anonymous copyist's manuscript (examined, 

and retained in photocopy); the Blanchard edition; and the edition from 

Saint-Saens's Oeuvres Complete. The author compared the various 

sources, notating differences between them. 

Using the Oeuvres Complete edition because of its legibility, the 

author entered into the computer the notes and texts of the entire motet, 

movement by movement. The places where differences between the 

sources existed were then examined one by one, and in every case the notes 

from Rameau's autograph manuscript were determined correct and entered 

into the computer. The author used each of the sources, at various times, to 

find suitable solutions for text underlay. Tempo and dynamic markings, 

and agrement symbols, were entered from Rameau's autograph; any 

additions in these areas made by the author (or retained firom Blanchard or 

Saint-Saens) were placed in brackets in the score. 

Some differences in orchestration were discovered, particularly in 

the Saint-Saens edition. In Rameau's manuscript, for example, different 

instrumental parts were often written on the same line (e.g., violins and 

oboes); Rameau gave clear indications when only one of the instruments 

was to play. The anonymous copyist retained Rameau's score layout. 
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Saint-Saens gave each instrument its own line, but seemed to make his own 

decisions about when each instrument should play, often contradicting 

Rameau's clear instructions (a common Romantic practice). Blanchard 

also gave each instrument its own line in the score, but almost always 

reflected Rameau's instructions about which instruments were to play, and 

when. This author strictly retained Rameau's orchestration, although each 

instrument receives its own staff in the full score. 

A final step in note entry involved "modernizing" the edition for use 

by twenty-first century musicians. For example, clefs were changed to 

comply with modem practice (e.g., the alto choral part was changed from 

cilto clef to treble clef). Meter signs, which can be a source of confusion in 

Rameau's notation (see chapter V), were changed to clarify Rameau's 

intent for modem performers (e.g., in the first recit, 2 was changed to 0; 

and 3 was changed to 3/2). For clarity's sake, such changes are not 

indicated within the score but would be detailed clearly in performance 

notes preceding a published score. 

For practical use, as has been stated, choral scores were produced 

(these included the choral parts with a piano reduction of the choral parts) 

to assist in rehearsal. Blocks of rests were included where instmmental 
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interludes interrupted the choral music. Performance practice instructions 

(e.g., "inegalite in "Laudate Nomen Dei" at measures 101 [solo] and 102 

[choral]) were included at places where they seemed particularly 

appropriate, but were placed within brackets. 

Agriments were realized in selected places. They were not realized 

at every symbol for two reasons: first, the author did not wish to have 

ornaments at every possible place in his performance (see the pertinent 

discussion in chapter IV); secondly, one of the goals of creating this edition 

was to foster the performers' creativity and independence and to foster 

improvisational efforts. Certain ornaments were realized to offer models. 

Furthermore, to realize every ornament at every occurrence of a symbol 

would cause the score to appear extremely cluttered. The author felt the 

approach just described was preferable to a stand-alone Explication des 

Agriments at the beginning of the motet, which would put nothing in 

context. 

The instrumental parts adhere to the standard conventions to which 

orchestral players are accustomed. Some performance practice instructions 

were included, as in the choral parts (and within similar brackets). 
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Occasional ornamental realizations were included, but not to the extent of 

the choral scores. 

The full score (see Appendix) includes some performance practice 

indications in the score (e.g., the "inegalite''' example cited above), always 

within brackets. It seems reasonable to believe that any conductor 

interested in performing this repertoire would research it and perhaps even 

read this document. Hopefully, if this edition is published, many of the 

performance notes in this document will be published in a foreword to the 

full score. 
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APPENDIX 

Pages 125-215 contain the score of In convertendo edited by the author. 

They are published in a separate volume. 
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1. In Convertendo 
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